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PROGRESSIVES UNITE WITH

NO. 141

NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY, JULY 27, 1912.
A MATINEE IDOL.
1

FIREMAN IS KILLED AND

IS

HOUSEKEEPER

mmm

FOR

ARRESTED

REGULARS FOR PASSAGE OF
LARCENY

NEW TARIFF ON SUGAR
CHARGED
OF

DURING
OF

OF

DEBATE

IS BITTER

ATTACK

BY

LODGE

WHICH HE CHARGES CANE MEN WITH SEEKING

HAVING

BY

WEALTHY BANKER

AIDED

MRS.

M'NA-MAR-

WILLIS

ONE DOLLAR AND SIXTY CENTS PER HUNDRED IS RATE FIXED IN MEASURE
-F- EATURE

LAMY TRAIN JUMPS RAILS

;

IS

IS HURT WHFN

HUFFMAN

WAS

MAKING

A RICH WOMAN AND HER
HE

ON REFINERS

MET

DEATH-THO-

MAS

HIS LAST TRIP ON BRANCH LINE WHEN

COLLIER IS NOT FATALLY

CHILDREN TO FLEE
HAD

DESTRUCTION

MIRACULOUS

IS BADLY DAMAGED

ESCAPE-LOCOMO- TIVE

SHE STOLE AUTO

BEET MEN.

IS

COAL

ALLEGATION

HEAVER

WAS BURIED

UNDER TON

OF COAL AND WAS BADLY CRUSHED
New York, July 27. Mrs. Clair;
IF FREE TRADE WERE IN EFFECT
M. Perkins, housekeeper
for Mrs.
Margaret I. McNaniara, with whom
years old, a fire-- , man who was also partly pinned down
ishe left San Francisco, July , was! Willis Huffman,
man
and
unmarried, was instantly ty the engine. The body was brought
held today without bail to await ex-- !
buted broadcast through the country
tradition as a fugitive from justice. crushed to death and scalded anil in at six o'clock this morning on a.i
D. C, July 27.
engine and laid out on a truck at tie
X
circulars filled with statements more
Washington,
The action resulted from the re- Thomas Collier, veteran
engineer was
X The Bristow-Lodgsugar bill fix- - X or less false and has urged the re
ceipt of a dispatch by the Xew York severely but not fatally injured short- freight depot. It was later taken
the undertaking establishment c
X ing the tariff on refined sugar at
authorities from the chief of police ot ''
moval of the duties on sugar.
after nine o'clock last night when .Mulligan and Rising where it will I
X $1.60 a hundred pounds, was ad- ly
San
is
that
Francisco.
It
"The
refiners
alleged
Independent
held until relatives can be hoai
Nicholas J. McNaniara, a San Fran-- ' Luiny branch train No. 726 which left
opted by the senate in commit- X who are denouncing the present untX
tee of the whole, 37 to 25.
Cisco
banker ordered tlie arrest ot the Santa Fe station here at 8:50'p. from.
ies on sugar claim they are fighting
The skull' was terribly fractured, in
Mrs. Perkins on a charge of grand in. for Lamy, struck a broken rail four
XXXXXXXXXXXXSJCX the trust, although aside from whatsome places being crushed to a pulp.
Mrs.
The
of
accuses
miles
ditched.
banker
and
was
east
the
larceny.
doU13
in
city
ever interest it may have
Perkins of helping to steal the auto- - The accident occurred on a trestle The chest was crushed in and the
Washington, D. C, July 27 An mestic industry, the interests of tin.
were filled with blood, showing
and
the
between
mobile
in
which
her
regular
Mrs. McNaniara,
agreement
over an arroyo and tiie engine piung-je- lungs
trusts are identical with all othe rethat arteries had been ruptured. Tha
two children, Mrs. Perkins, a chauf-- ;
progressive republicans was reached finers."
into the arroyo, ramming the pilot
feur and a valet made a trip across into a sand bank and turned over. As right leg was crushed just above the
today for the passage of a sugar tariff
Senator Lodge appealed to congress
tihe continent.
bill fixing a duty of $1.60 per one hun- "in the name of
ilhe engine turned over. Huffman, who ankle, the bones protruding. Both
not to
humanity
Frederick If. Patterson, the chauf- - .stUck to his post, was thrown halt limbs were terribly scalded by steam.
dred pounds in place of the present strike down the
of
sugar industry
Both Dr. Diaz and Dr. Knapp exfeur and Patrick Walsh, the valet, al- - ;out 0( llhe wimow
late of $1.90. The pact, which it vas Louisiana," while the sugar growers
and instantly
so were arraigned on charges of grand crushecl to death, while his lower pressed the opinion that death was
believed would hold throughout the of that state were
staggering beaeath
Counsel for Mrs,
Perkins ijmtjs were cooked by escaping steam instantaneous.
larceny.
session, provided that the progressives the Vow received from the terrible
Topeka, Kans., July 27. Arguments disposition to place a third state tick- v. ho had been retained
McWillis Huffman had been employed
Mrs.
by
with
should stand
the regular republi- flood of the Mississippi.
and water. Thomas Collier, a veteron the appeal from the decision of Dis- - et in the field. The only candidates Namara was
to persecute his an fireman of the mountain division on the Lamy branch about two years.
trying
cs ns, deserting their previous UKance
An amendment offered by Senator
trict Judge Branine of Harvey county to be chosen this year are for the Iwife because she left him as a result of the Santa Fe, was also hurled from He was of a quiet disposition, spent
with the democrats.
hv
Bristow was at once accented
legislature.
most of his spare time in the plazn
a
mat-- : the cab bvit
fortunately he was thrown
injunction suit KENTUCKY PROGRESSIVES BUSY. of disagreement over financial
A bitter attack by Senator Lodge Senator Lodge and adopted without in dismissing the
and had a large number of friends. In
ters.
was
of
he
while
and
clear
the
engine
of Presdent
upon American Cane Sugar Refineries a vote emphasizing the agreement be- brought by the adherents
Lexington, Ky., July 27 The
Mrs. Perkins attorney explained severely cut about the head and badly railroad parlance he was to have been
tween the regulars and progressives. Taft to keep the names of the Koose-Thparty will hold its convention
Mrs. McNaniara is wealthy, in i)nliSed, it is thought he escaped with-he- r ' bumped'' today. That is, he was to
opened the sugar debate. He charged
amendment was to reduce the velt electors off the primary ballot today in every county in Kentucky ;that own
right. Mrs. McNaniara
the refiners with attempting to strike S1.S2
internal injuries. He is at 'the have quit the Lamy branch because
rate of the Lodge bill to were heard in the supreme court here except Jefferson, and select
Thomas Green, who outranked him in
the automobile belonged to Pt Vincent's Sanitarium.
serts
that
delegates
down their competitors, the beet
$1.60.
today. At the conclusion of the argu- - ti- district conventions to be held in her.
service was to have been given the
sugar producers, by fighting for free
A dozen or more passengers in the
Senator Bristow said that wiflh this ments the court took a recess until c August.
San Francisco, Calif., July 27 In a
regular run and Huffman was to have
or reduced duties on raw sugar.
mirand
had
car
bill
m.
.was
the
coach,
smoking
day
Lodge
acceptable p.
change
PROGRESSIVES TO WITHDRAW.
telegram from Inspector Hughes of aculous escapes. The baggage car taken his place on the extra list until
Mr. Lodge endorsed a suhvituts bill to him. Explained that in hts origi- it was believed a decision would be
a
run opened up for him. The
27. It became itlie New York police force, Chief of
Lincoln,
Neb.,
July
comfiuanc?
from
went into the arroyo behind the ten- - runregular
had
the
he
nal bill the rate had been fixed at rendered today.
reported
known here today Miat a plan was Police White was informed today that
.
last
was to have been his
.
night,
,
.,
The Lodge bill, corresponduuu as uiiu limn
D. R. Hite, the only Taft attorney effected at
mittee, which would abolish the Dutch $1.52
.
... lis iiiiuivs . una.. last on the Lamy. branch. It was his
a conference of progres Clara Peririhs. Frederick S. Patterson ui'i
,
ttsndard test and the tariff difforen-La'- s ed to the existing law he said, ex-- j who appeared, devoted all his argu-ce- sive and
lui- - uafftifr iiitui, Millie; ocviiii.ij jwni.- last run but he was "bumped" by
regular republicans last night and Patrick Walsh, maid, chauffeur, led and bruised,
of the present law.
that the Dutch standard test and ments to the rights a voter has under
escaped serious in- death. Officials
for
the candidates for presiden- and man servant,
today, are seeking to
respectively,
whereby
The
smoker
left
its
front
out.
had
been
the
differential
stricken
the constitution of the United States.
jury.
Senator Lodge declared that one
learn
his relatives live.
on the republican ticket Mrs. Nicholas J. McNaniara, wife of
tial
electors
tini-:
throiieh
and
crashed
the
trucks
"The bill as now amended,''
said' it was said the argument tended to who
year after abolishing sugar duties,
are favorable to Roosevelt will the banker of San Mateo, would be
f ,h
At nn ti,oi An incident of the wreck was tha
the domestic industry would be dead Senator Bristow, "fixes a duty o. 95c pave the way for an appeal to the withdraw and their places be filled by held in New York for alleged theft of h,.c
rails at the brink of the arroyo and premonition of a clerk in the freight
and the consumer would be paying ex- - i'" uu"u,eu ikjuhub ior sugar, o per united States supreme court,
office
men who if elected will cast their the McNaniara automobile until Au- after
that the old Lamy train,
hun-;
cent
2.6
cents
and
adds
swaying perilously for a few was tohere,
per
pure
PROGRESSIVE EDITORS MEET.
orbitant prices.
without bail. Unless exempli
be wricked. He was sitting
gust
votes
for
President
Taft.
did
back
and
not
settled
it
eacn
minutes,
uieu
iur
uegiee 01 purity, cmeago, 111., July 27. Delegates to
"So far as I have belt able to above puiuius
Governor Aldrich was a party to fied copies of indictments or com-- ; fall. The day coach remained on the at his desk when he remarked that
tihat. The existing law adds the Illinois progressive state conventsent to Inspector Hughes
the
learn," said Senator Lodge, "the move- s
conference, but it was reported at plaints are
rails. A wrecking crew was ininie- - nothing had happened to the Lamy
for each degree.
tion to be held here August 3, were
that time, the magistrate will dis-- !
was about time for
ment for free sugar, outsid.i of con"I feel that the republican majority to be named today in county an(j the state house he would refuse to by
sent liuui jumi.v uul umaj ni.: Iranch and toit occur.
the prison rs from custody. uuueiy
He had scarcecharge
something
out
the
gress, has come from one of the three has consented not omy to take outT;arJ conventions
and
would
not
and
cleared
were
tracks
carry
repaired
aliment
throughout the
Mc- great sugar refiners of the country the Dutch standard and the differen-- j state. A total of 1,160 delegates of stand by his earlier position for Warrants have been sworn to by to although all of last night's mail and ly concluded the words, when newa
Namara and an effort will be made
and from that source alone. The Am- tial on refined sugar, but also to re- - which 450 are from
Roosevelt.
the morning mail, was stalled behind ranie that the train was in the ditch.
Chicago, are
have
the grand jury here return in- the wreck.
The wreck happened at exactly the
an"
erican Sugar Refining company
UTAH CLANS GATHER.
the duty on pure unrefined sugar portioned under the call,
dictments. If this is accomplished a
mi,e fos' from
ami
the Arbuckles have not appeared in by 22
Provo, Utah, Ju!y 27. The pro
per hundred pounds. That
of
A
the
call for a conference of progres-i- s
a
cursory nspection
with McNamara and
this campaign for free sugar but th e
as much reduction as I think it is sjVe editors to be held here August gressive convention here today was detective will togo New
officials led to the belief t.:is nas wen regaled among railSanta
Fe
by
to
York
the
his
get
daughter
The engine
Federal company,, belonging to the safe to make now, considering
the 3, was issued here today.
called to order by Wesley K. Walton,
one of the rails, against which road men as significant.
prisoners and accompany Mrs. MccNa- - that
which pul!ed the ill fated train, has
on
the
Spreckles interests, has spent money importance or tne oeet and cane sug-- , j0hn F. Bass announced in a legal a state senator.
the
heavily
swung
engine
and accompany Mrs. McNaa sinister record.
It is the same enW. D. Livingston, who spoke against prisoners
employed agents and lobbyists, d'stri- - or industries."
opinion that the progressive party
Chief White that the people under trestle had snapjied off, causing the
which was running light about a
gine
could not participate in the primaries the instructions for Taft at tne re- An
omciai
wreck.
investigation,
nrrpst hart an undue influence over his
in an ef- year ago near S.vto Domingo and
next April if it presented at the No- publican state convention, was chos- - wife and
that ne sought to destroy it however, will be made later coroner
s which struck a train, resulting in the
A
vember election candidates for presi- en unanimously as temporary chair-fort to fix responsibility.
PROVES X RICH WOMAN CRAZY
PROHIBITION
dential electors only.
man and delivered an address in
ir.quest is being held over the body death of its crew and the severs inX
FROM, COUNTING PENNIES.
of Huffman this afternoon. Justice of jury of a number of other employ ti.
MASSACHUSETTS JOINS
which he attacked the President as
Los Angeles, Calif., July 27
the Peace Jose Ma. Garcia presiding. While the extent of damage to tho
THE MOVEMENT. the candidate of Wall Street.
TEXAS ISSUE
X Driven mad by constant indulg- body was not removed from comotive has not yet been ascertain-th- e
Boston, Mass., July 27. Many of
When
committees had been named,
ence in her only pleasure the X the leaders in the
for several hours after the ed, it is probable that it will be out
wreck
party
progressive
the convention took a recess until 2
X counting of pennies and small sil- as
the tender upset and a ot commission for good. The wreck
of
accident,
Colonel
movement
and
supporters
p m.
ver pieces begged from passers- TODAY CENTERS
IN PRIMARIES
FIGHT
ton or more of coal covered the dead tied up all mails today.
Roosevelt assembled here today for
r
27.
Captain
Copenhagen,
July
by Leota Seybold, an ancient X the first convention in Massachusetts
ON WHETHER X
DEMOCRATS
AMONG
Mikkelsen, the Tlanish arctic excharacter of the street corners, X of the new party.
with the engineer, Sversen acplorer
X
to
was
the
sent
asylum recently
STATE SHALL BE WET OR
The leaders planned to
select a
companying him, both of whom startand there found today to be
state delegation to the Chicago coned in the summer
of 1910 to cross
TO SUCCEED BAILEY
X worth at least $300,000.
She
THESE MEN TO GET
vention on August 5 and also 18
Greenland, have arrived at Aales ind.
will be sent to the care of two
TAFT JOBS, ALSO.
electors.
presidential
Mikkelsen
and
Engineer V
Captain
sisters in Oklahoma, where she
D. C, July 27.
Washington,
MARION COUNTY IN LINE.
Dallas, Texas, July 27 With proSverson formed part of an expedition
X
owns large tracts of land.
Nominations for postmasters in
Sale, 111., July 27. Dr. C. N. Dunn
hibition as one of the issues, Texas
which was organized in 1909 co disNew Mexico have been made by
of Centralia, 111., presided at the
cover the depot left by Mylius Erich-sendemocrats in a primary election today
President Taft as follows:
Marion county progressive convention
two
who with
companions,
will express preference for one Unit- HOUSE WANTS CONFERENCE
John M. Hawkins, Alamogordo.
here today.
in Greenland in the preview
ON LAFOLLETTE BILL.
ed States senator and nominate canThe convention went on record as
Robert M. Chandler, Cimarron.
of
their
On
the
year.
completion
didates for eighteen congressional
a third party ticket. Eight
George L. Bradford, Dawson.
favoring
n.cross
two
The
D.
started
the
TO THIS
original object,
STATEMENT
C, July
ENGLAND SUBMITS
seats (under the new apportionment)
Washington,
were
S. McTavlsh, Magdalena.
namea
to
John
in
taKe
oelsaies
part
wool bill, passed by the
Greenland.
lor governor and other state officers
X
O. Blood,
Las
ast
IF
THE
THAT
Fred
GOVERNMENT
POPE
WILL
Vegas.
cnicago.
TO
EFFORTS
MAKE THEM BREAK
The news of their return has been
find for members of the 1913 legisla senate Thursday, was brought up in WHITES AND NEGROES
ELECT.
Louis E. Kittell, Socorro.
committee
the
received
by
ture. Usually nominations
WILL
expedition
GIVE
HIS
SHE
TRY
by thOi the house today by Majority Leader
TO
CONSENT,
27. White
Jacksonville, Fla.,
V
Louis Garcia, Springer.
AND TELL TRUTH ABOUT MURDER in
democrats is equivalent to an elec- L'nderwood and referred to the ways and negro factions ofJuly
Copenhagen.
Roosevelt
the
EXTEND MISSIONS IN THE PERU RUBHardie,
Vaughn.
Spense
rewhich
will
means
and
committee,
tion. Prohibition forced itself upon
OF ROSENTHAL PROVES FUTILTO
party in Florida met in separate con
Piedad Medina, Wagon Mound.
the United, States senatorial race, at port the bill back promptly and ask ventions
BER FIELDS.
ROSWELL MAN IS MURDERED.
f
J. P. Porter, Estancia.
today and eacn cnose
least in part The state went "wet" for a conference with the senate.
AND OFFICIALS
DATE
HAVE
NO
N.
27.
M., Ju'.y
County
Roswell,
the
ot
dele
number
the
state's
X
C.
O.
Officer, Raton.
last summer by 6,297 votes. One of
officials returned late today after sevgates to the Chicago convention.
CLEWS
Washington, D. C, July 27. In the
the four senatorial candidates Jake
27.
'
in
The
D.
over
the
search
eral
plains
white
The
C,
branch
and
Ocala
July
met
at
days'
Washington,
Welters of Houston was the
of alleviating conditions among
tax
hope
of
for
which
bill
exci
the
over
the
the
county
northern part
at St. Augustine. The
the
fight
leader in that campaign. was Teturned to the house today pas- Ocalanegroes
a
Lon
of
Peru
as
murderer
sheep
convention was announced
Beall,
the
Indians in the Putumayo
the
27.
New
The
York, July
expected
His opponents today are Congress- sed by the senate, will center around "Lily White" while the St. Augusrubber country, the British governbreakdown and confession of one or rancher, whose dead body was found
man Morris Sheppard, Congressman
the amendments for a tariff commi tine meeting was for negroes.
ment has concluded to aid the extenmore of the men under arrest in con- by plainsmen Thursday night. The onC. B. Randell, and Matt. Zollner. Mr.
At Ocala, the session had hardly nection with the murder of gambler ly c'ue is that furnished by a neighsion and repeal of the Canadian recision
of the Roman Catholic church in
Sheppard has come out as a prohi- procity.
opened when negro delegates, aided Herman Rosenthal have failed to ma- boring rancher who says an unknown
.
Chicago, 111., July 27. Edward W. that country
bitionist.
by a half dozen whites, demanded terialize. District Attorney Whitman Mexican asked him for the loan of a
As the laws of Peru forbid the operformer U. S. attorney in ChicaThere are two candidates for govseats.
the Sims,
ation of missionaries of any other deMounting
is balked so far in his efforts to show horse Wednesday.
ernor Oscar B. Colquitt, the incumfrom Oyster Bay today
DAV IN CONGRESS
This convention refused seats to who plotted the murder.
broncho he recklessly fired at a rab- go returned
nomination the British view is that
and announced his 'withdrawal from
bent, and William F. Ramsey, former
the
received here
negroes.
it
he
Reports
bit.
Commissioner
Police
dexteriously,
DoughDropping
agency can the
Deputy
the
be- only through that
associate justice of
supreme
the
national
progressive
party
state that they, with white adherents, erty says he does not expect any more shouted with bravado, "that's what I
welfare of the natives be safeguarded.
SENATE.
court of Texas. A close race is exa
cause
to
the
decision
of
nominate
arrests soon. Jack Sullivan, whose gave Beall too."
made to the
X withdrew to a separate convention.
Overtures have been
Met at noon.
state ticket in Illinois.
pected. Last summer Governor ColThe negro convention at St. Augus- arrest was one of the sensational feato sanction
the Mexican or Beall had
Neither
biUs.
if
is
and
he
on
debate
Pope
xilling
sugar
was
Began
prohibition.
aligned
Mr.
one
against
of
Sims was
the Chicago
quitt
tine is having factional troubles.
- HOUSE.
tures of the investigation will be giv- been seen since til' Beall's body was
in extension of Catholic missions in that
for Colonel Roosevelt
managers
CAREY REBUKES OLD PARTY.
en a chance to tell his story to Depu- found by plainsmen who started to
Met at noon.
WILSON IS READY TO "ACSEPT."
contest and was part of Peru, efforts will be made
the
Cheyenne, Wyo., July 27. The
ty Dougherty.
Took up general deficiency X
investigate.
national
be
slated
to
secretary in the soon to secure through popular
convention called by Governsufficient funds.
Sea Girt. N. J., July 27. Governor X bill.
impending campaign.
or
M.
met this morning in
Senate wool bill Teferred to X the J,office Carey,
"Wilson motored to Sea Girt today X
Already the movement for public
UNITED STATES CAN
R. II. Sims, a brother, is receiver of
of
were
There
the
governor.
ALDERMEN SURRENDER.
BUY CHAMISAL FOR
from the home of v friend where he X ways and means committee. Lat- the land office at Las Cruces, N. M., support has attained considerable
about seventeen delegates present. X
Detroit, Mich., July 27. AlderNOW. and it is reported that in return for proportions in Eng'and and the state
CONSIDERATION
has spent the week in seclusion writing X er announced another demo-Governor
made an address in X man Andrew Walsh and David
a job at the hands of the stand-pa- t
his speech of acceptance of the X cratic caucus' on a battleship X which he Carey
department today wb informed ot it
stated that the progressive X Kosentnal, concerned in tne al- X program soon would be called.
X
Mexican Ambassador Seeks to Settle element in New Mexico, the Sims de in the hope that a similar movement
democratic presidential nomination.
movement
re
to
was
a
rebuke
the
X leged bribery case, gave them- X;
ss
be undertaken in the United States.
nisoute Over Narrow StriD of Land serted the progressive cause.
It is expected the ipeech will go to X
publicans and democrats alike who X selves up today and with the rest X
at
E( Paso By proposing to Sell it
the printer Monday.
had failed to serve the people.
His
or iue accuseu were ieiiianuu
for one Million Dollars Whose
speech was largely devoted to local X for arraignment on Tuesday, X
js tf
conditions.
dollars bail. Xj
X each giving
5,000
Y
Governor Carey was made chair- X The others were: Louis Tossy,
X
Washington. D. C. July 27.
man of the convention
with A. A. X Louis Brozo, Martin J. Ostrowis- The MeXcan ambassador and the X
Underwood vice president and Sheri- X ki, Aloid Dimel, Jos. Theizn, X
Btate department today reached X
dan Downey, secretary.
X Thomas Glinnan and Frank J. Xijj an agreement to settle the long X
"I know the world is consorious,"
Committees were
Washington, D. C, July 27. With
appointed and X Mason.
:X standing dispute regarding the X
Washington, D. C, July 27 Sena- president pro tempore of the senate, Governor Carey, Frank Stitzer of X Schreiter also was 'held for ar-- X
ownershfn of Chamisal tract of X the declaration that certain of Colonel Mr. Gardner declared, "and I fear It
tors Root, Lodge, Sutherland and thinks a lawyer should preside.
Laramie and T. T. Tynan of Sheridan, X raignment Tuesday and furnish- - X X about 550 acres, forming part of X Roosevelt's views on the
corporation might say that the minority of the
Clark of Wyoming are under considerJudge Archbald's answer is to be were named as delegates to the Chi- X ed $5,000 bail. He was refused X X the city of El Paso, Texas, on X
had purloined the
and the Snley Steel com- steel committee
problem
X X
ation for the presidency of the court filed Monday. .The Bouse managers cago convention. Roy Scheneck, A. X bail last night.
the basis of the purchase of the X
correI were to neglect
views
Colonel's
if
mittee's
o? impeachment to try Archbald of are to file their answer Thursday and A. Underwood and R. D. Carey were
findings
"singularly
X land from Mexico by the United X
in the to point out that we gave our views
on Saturday, August 3, the issues named as alternates.
the commerce court.
X States. The tract is believed to X spond" with those contained
to the press in confidence for future
Senator Bailey has been mentioned must be complete and the senate sitST. LOUIS WOOL.
X be worth approximately $1,000,- - X minority report of the committee
Adjournment was then taken until
but it is said a democrat will not be ting as the court will decide if the late this afternoon. Presidential elecX Gardner of Massachusetts, republican publication several hoars earlier than,
St. Louis, July 27. Wool
steady X 000.
Senator Galllnger, acting trial shall be postponed until fall.
chosen.
tors will be chosen but there is no 4.60. Spelter firm 7.20.
today read a statement to the house. the Colonel gave out his
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PAGE TWO

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

SATURDAY, JULY 27, 1912.

of the Governors.
The session proved to be of so much interest last
year that the enrolment
for the
course this year will be large.
The
first two weeks of tfce session will be
held in Santa Fe most of the lectures
in the lecture room at the
picnickers were Mrs. Max. Frost, Mar- being given
school. The lecturers are men of note
KelGould
of
Los
BY
May
Angeles,
garet
and are world-widAuthorities along
ly and Helen Ha!l o Kansas City, LilDr. D. A. Cockerell
lian Hesselden of Albuquerque, Kate their own lines.
"I bought a dress today," she said,
of the University of Colorado is an
"A most becoming blue,
Mueller, Florence Sptiz, Ethel Church,
eminent authority on bees. Dr. Harry
of
Amelia
Helen
rows
All trimmed with rows and
Mary McFie,
McFie,
L. Wilson is the head of the depart-- :
Laughlin and Ruth aughlin.
braid.
ment of Roman Archaeology in John
And little buttons, too.
Hopkins University at Baltimore. Dr.
'Twas ready made, but, oh! it fits
Mitchell Carroll is secretary of the In- MOOSE
DANCE.
My figuie something fine!
The dance given by the Order of stitute of Archaeology and was the
I only pa'd for it
And think
the Moose at the Palace Hotel Thurs- director of the school in Athens for
A dollar twenty-nine!- "
day night was largely attended and many years. Dr. Allio and Dr. Lum-- j
was a most enjoyable success. Mor- mis of Los Angeles are prominent
I thought, "This maiden surely is
rison's orchestra played new and live- members of the California branch of
The very wife for me;
ly music until nea-l- y midnight when the Archaeological school, while Dr.
She understands the proper way
the violent ringing of the fire bell Hewett, Mr. Morley and Mr. Harring- To use econom- - "
drew the crowd to Don Gaspar avenue ton need no introduction to Santa Fe
I begged her, then, without delay,
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
where they watched the blacksmith audiences.
WITH
My lonely life to bless;
TICKETS
ALL CASH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
shop burn down. The dance was a
Dr. Carroll, Dr. Elliott and Dr. "WiBut when the knot was tied, I found very happy cebut for the new organi- lson will be
accompanied by their fam
She meant a bathing dress.
zation and the enthusiasm of the ilies and will remain in Santa Fe durnumerous charter
members gives ing August.
promise cf great success for the orThe following clipping is taken from
Santa Fe, as a summer resort. der.
the Denver News:
WE SOCK THE KNIFE IN TO PRICES ON HARDWARE. .A BIG
holds its own with the much adverMr. and Mrs. Charles A. Baldwin
BUSINESS AT LITTLE PRICES I SOUR WAY OF DOING
tised California. Very few residents BRIDGE.
are among the millionaire patrons of
of Santa Fe want to leave the cool,
One of the jolliest afternoons of the the archaeological lectures that are
comfortable weather at home for a
week was that spent with Mrs. L. B. being given in Colorado Springs, end
IS SOON
WE ARE NOT AFRAID THAT OUR BUSINESS
on.
the
house
hot, stuffy,
at her pretty home on Don will open their palatial residence,
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
beach.
It is delightful, of course, to VickRoy avenue
BY
CARRYING
lec
Broadmoor
TO
at
for
HERE
OU.
"Clarement."
a
WE ARE
GOING TO BLOW
STAY,
last Wednesday after
have the ocean keep one awake all Gaspar
noon. There were three tables of ture by Professor Carroll on Friday
of
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages night with the constant boom-booAND BY DOING A SQUARE BUSIWANT
PEOPLE
WHAT
THE
bridge, the first prize was given to afternoon.
the big waves, to W nothing of the Mrs. Thomas
NESS.
Doran while Mrs. J. B.
The lecture courses are as follows:
whirr and buzz of the machinery of Wood took the consolation
Fe
The only exclusive grain house in
A Ten lectures on "Hovedity and Evoluprize.
or the band delicious lunch was served in
the scenic railway near-bWood-Davi- s
the din- tion." Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell.
that plays far into the night. To don ing room. The table was beautifully
of
Evolution
on
"The
Five
lectures
with
a bathing suit and swim or float
Phone 14
If Itc Hardware We Have It.
decorated with a profusion of laven-Cu- t Language." Mr. John P. Harrington.
Phone 14k
Phone Black
Phone Black the tide, to go through a steaming-ou- t
sweet peas, lavender being the
on
"Rtiamnnlsm.
Ten
Folk
lectures
process afterwards sprawled out color scheme used in all the summer ore and Humanization." Dr. Charles
or. the burning sand with a thousand nowers
tnrougnout tne nouse. Alter F. Lummis.
or more people within three feet of the refreshments were served
the
Five lectures on "The Art of Copan"
until quests adjourned to the little ball
you oh yes, it's lot- of fun,
you discover that your arms and neck room in the basement and
danced Mr. Sylvanus G. Morley.
Dawson Coal
Five lectures on "Greek Archaeowater has (there for half an hour or so. Miss
:
:
f
: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE
jare blistered; hat the salt water-tighSawed Wood
EI Toro
t
percolated through your
VickRoy's guests were Mrs. W. H. logy and Art." Dr. Mitchell Carroll.
bathing cap and left your hair sticky O'Brian, Mrs. Thomas Doran, Mrs. O. Ten lectures on "Roman L. ArchaeoWilson.
and even worse, that the salt waves L. Owen, Mrs. F. E. Andrews, Mrs. T. logy and Art." Dr. Harry
Five lectures on "The Monuments
Z. Winter, Mrs. J. B. Wood, Mrs. H. C.
have taken out the marcel waves,
that "the night is filled with music of Yontz, Mrs. E. Harney, Mrs. Frank of the Aztecs." Dr. E. L. Hewett.
A series of morning walking excurthe fleas that infest the day." That Andrews, Mrs. A. Carruth and Miss
sions conducted by the Director for Delivered to
the cool ocean breeze that you have Stella Hutson.
your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
the study of the archaeology and hisheard blowing through every maga-- j
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
zine advertisement and railroad fold- - MOTOR PARTV
tory of Santa Fe, and another series
All Kinds of Building Materials.
at the excavating camp for the study
er really sweeps in from the city in-- ; The motor
went
La
to
party that
o5 the archaeology of the Pajarito plastead of the ocean and brings the
Bajada hill last night was one big teau.
Doors, Red
of
the
odors
sweltering
nauseating
time. After having their pictures
A series of morning walk excurcity tenement instead of the crisp taken a dozen or so times in front of
Vard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
salt air from the white caps. Didn't Dr. Small's residence, the three cars sions conducted by Dr. Cockerell about
Capital City Bank Bid?.
some one say that tiaveling was the started out for La Bajada hill about Santa Fe and at the excavating camp
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
V lJ.n-- .,
XI
n
Room 26.
i
,e "a.'ul,u ulstulJ
SLUUy ul
art of enjoying the comforts that Ave o'clock, and arrived there in due 1UI
a
f
Mr.
and
he
Harrington
It time. While the men were busy build would be intolerab' at home?
te much more pleasant for most of ing the fire and hunting
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
for more number of Tewa Indians will accomroiessor cocwereii on uiebe
us to stay at home during the sum- wood the ladies spread the clofh on uanv
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
mer, to be cool and comfortable all the ground and unloaded the hampers triPs and wil1 explain the Tewa ideas
Policies at Lowest Rates.
01
ana
emmais.
Planl8
day long; to be so cool in the even- of a most appetizing lunch. There
Daily study (last half of term) of
a were sandwiches and pickles
summer
is
and
a
coat
in
that
fact,
ing,
PHONE 85 MAIN.
necessity; to be able to play tennis olives and boiled ham and tongue and the excavations of Tyuonyi.
Lecture excursion to the ruins of
finless,
every day and all day if one is suff- boneless, tailless, headless,
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and OrPuye and Pecos. The Green Corn
ND
iciently energetic; to enjoy a swim at skinless, tasteless sardines and cake
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Hondo Beach, a horse back ride, an and, oh well, "other things.'' It was Dance at Santo Domingo, August 4th,
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
San
of
Ildefonso.
and
Pueblo
the
a
for
drive
the
of
even
a
or
perfect
moonlight
Or. Phone No. rfed 76
game
picnic
For Full Information Call,
A series of demonstrations by Tewa
SAWED WOOD
LUMP
bridge. Such is the ideal summer re-- ! home and the party came into town
about eleven o'clock. It's the society Indians of their industrial processes,
sort, isn't it?
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
business to mention names and games and ceremonials, under the dieditors
No, the chamber of commerce did so
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
those
present were Mrs. Small, Mrs. rection of Mr. Jesse L. Nusbaum.
not rent this column to talk about the
Round tab'e ani camp fire meetMrs. Lavert, Mrs. Murray,
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
It's all true, nevertheless, Seligman,
climate.
Venus Morley, ings for informal discussion and conMrs. Renehan,
Sly
to
become
tru!7 Theodore
However, the way
Espe, Frank R. Crandall, ferences.
appreciative of one's home is to go Frank McKane, S. G. Cartwright, Jas.
'away from it, isn't 't? It makes the Seligman, Dr. Murray, A. B. Renehan,
joy of the return ticket worth double Judge E. C. Abbott, and John Henery IN CALIFORNIA
the fare. And there are some Santa
Adjutant General Brooks left this
Morley.
Feans who find the summer months
V
week for California where he will join
.
the most convenient for their journey-ingsMrs. Brooks and the cnildren.
Successor to
The change from seven thousand PARTY ON THE
feet up in the air to sea level is always
A jolly party assembled at the Moun
Mrs. E. C. AbboU spent the past
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHgood for the health at least. Besides tain View ranch on the upper Pecos two months on the Pacific coast and
a
and
a
in
to
of
be
fun
it's
other
tourist
last
lots
Monday
spent
in
evening
Seattle,
js visiting friends
first-clas- s
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporplaces and hear our own pet story very pleasant evening. It was a treat
tant part. The grandfather would
about the "unusual weather."
that will be long remembered by botn
Mrs willison and son Robert. ana
Also First-Clas- s
I've heard several snatches of an the ranchers and the summer guests. Mrs. Bailey have just returned from
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
be amazed at the radiance of the modold song this week.
Early in the The city folks, who were accustomed a happy vacation spent along the
ern home and why all this light? To
week it was, "My Wife's Gone to the to driving to parties in their ma- southern California coast.
JIO San Fracisco St.
Phone Main 139
e
horseSat-- ; chines, found that a
but
Country;
by
Horay!
Horay!"
make tfie home more homelike to make
SANTA FE, N. M.
urday night it sounds more like "Hie- - back ride over road and trail to the
(Continued on Page Three.)
and then, as the friendly ranch house was even more
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
hooray!
Englishman said: "I love my wife, enjoyable and the informal, good-timfor father, mother and children. Good light
but oh you child, my wife has gone evening more real pleasure that a
demirtasse
is
The
Pecos
soiree.
WOODY'S HACK
away."
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
Known as Windsor Ranch,
a thickly populated summer realmost
Formerly
DAY
OPEN
AND NIGHT
desired.
sort this season and the ranchers far
Prom
COWLES, N. M. (PECOS RIVER),
One of the most delightful affairs and near
came in wagonsfull,
La Salle
places
TAOS of the week was the bridge luncheon some horseback and some afoot to UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
BARRANCA
Meets Both North South given by Mrs. J. J. McManus Thurs- enjoy the cordial hospitality of the Hunting, Fishing a place where sportsmen
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
day. The guests arrived at the peni- Mountain View ranch hosts.
Clean, pleasant
may take their families.
Bounds Trains.
rooms, tine table and service. Games, camp
Telephone II.
tentiary at ten o'clock and enjoyed
The large camp fire served as an fires,
store.
Write
and
for booklet.
fice
postof
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of a couple hours at bridge in the cool attraction for all and the many eood
o Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Mrs. O. L. Owen stories that were told while one gazed RITZHEIMER & MATTY, Props
the north bound train and arrives at of the morning.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
won the prize. At one o clock a de- - at the blazing logs put everyone
in
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Bent 25c and 50c
The the best of humor.
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other lightful luncheon was served.
was
with
and
table
attractive
dainty
After a dainty buffet luncheon had NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
way. Good covered hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare 95.00 round trip. Teams its decoration of pink and white sweet been served inside the hospitable!
tfrencn Noodle Order fOc a dlsn,
EXPRESS LINE.
furnished commeroul men to take In peas. Those presut besides the ranch house and various games had
IS QUITE SO
Kew Yerk Chop Suey 50c the
Mrs. W. H. O'Brian, teen played, the crowd went outside
surrounding ons. Wire E.nbudo hostess were:
L.
to touch the button and
as
Mrs.
O.
White, Mrs. Doran, Mrs.
Station.
Red 161.
again to gather around the fire and
Owen, Mrs. R. L. Ormsby, Mrs. Harry sing songs. A good song . ringing
is ready to cook your
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
Dunbaugh, Mrs. Frank Andrews.
clear is one essential to a good time
iron ready to use, your toasted
in camp, whether the songs are of the
melodious variety or
Mrs. Thomas Doran was hostess at
vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
a most delightful card party last Tues- the modern ragtime and comic opera.
washer
for
the fray, your
um cleaner ready
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. O. The guests left near midnight to find
dark
to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatL. Owen. Mrs. W. H. O'Brian who their homeward trails in the
ready
has been visiting Mrs. Doran for sev- and they will all remember the even
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
eral weeks was the guest of honor. ing as one of the most pleasant events
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
of the summer.
Rooms With Bath,
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
Bridge was the game of the afterinforAmong those present were: V. J.
noon, Mrs. Frank Andrews winning
day and n'ght' Estimates and full
cheeer
the prize for the high number of Kitter, Howard Kitter of Syracuse,
fully given.
mation
points. Mrs. Doran's guests were Mrs. X. Y.; Fred Leopold of Burlington,
Z.
A.
Gore
of
London, England;
iW. H. O'Brian, Mrs. L. B. Vickftoy, Iowa;
Mrs. W. G. Hoover, Mrs. Frank An- Mr. and Mrs. J. Tabra, Miss Keber of
drews, Mrs. Edward R. Wright, Mrs. St. Louis, Mrs. A. C. Mcllraine, Laur-- :
J. B. Wood, Mrs. O. L. Owen, Mrs. J. ence Calahan of Chicago; C. H. StarkJ. McManus, Mrs. R. L. Ormsby. Mrs. weather, of Washington; Miss Mercy
is
for
Pueblo, Colorado; Mrs. Grif-- :
Harry Dunbaugh, Mrs. J. A. French Kinsel,
of Kansas!
fin, Mrs. J. B. Gilmour,
and Mrs. White of Denver.
$2.50
City, Mo.; Luther Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
W. G. Jones, Miss Doris Jones, Miss
of
4 Horse Power
PICKLES AND WEINIES. Harriet Jones, Miss Grace Goods of
Temple, Texas; Mr. and Mrs. Harry
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney arl Counselor at Law.
looms
Caplul Tey Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Assistant District Attorney, First
Judicial District
W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and CounaellD.- at Law.
CourU
the
District
in
all
Practice
and gives special attention to casei
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
G.

HARRY

D.

MOULTON,
.

Attorney-at-Law-

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
EASLEY
Chas. F. Easley,

&

EA5LEY,
. Chas. R. Easley,

Attorneys-at-Law-

,

Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-cla- ,
N. M.
H. L. ORTIZ,

and

Attorney

Counsellor-at-Law-

.

Practicing before all the Courts in
the State.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
McKEAN & CriEETHAM,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in all the Courts and
fore the Interior Department.
Taos,

-

B

New Mexico.

-

C. W. G. WARD,
State District Attorney.
For San Miguel end Mora Countie
Las Vegas, - - - - New Mexico.

Watery Blisters.

Disfigured and Sore. Could Not
Put Them in Water, Cuticura
Soap and Ointment Cured.

ft. Clair, Mo. "My trouble began about
fifteen years ago. It was what some claimed
eczema. The form the disease worked under
was a breaking out wi!h
jsv
watery blisters on my
) lianda which would then
vy
.V
dry and scale, and then
would follow the trouble
of cracking and bleeding,
also itching and hurting.
My hands were disfigured
at the time, and sore.
The troublo was very
annoying, and disturbed my sleep. This
last February it was ever so much worse
than before. I did not do all my work on
account of the condition of my hands. I
could not put them in water without making them worse. I tried a lot of homo
remedies, also salves and liniments that
claimed to be a cure for tho trouble, but
1 did not obtain a cure.
"At last I saw tho advertisement for
Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
I sent for
a sample. I thought they would cure, so
I sent for a fifty-cebox of Cuticura
Ointment and some Cuticura Soap. A
doctor advised me to keep ahead with the
Cuticura Soap and Ointment and they cured
me completely. No trace of the troublo
remains."
(Signed) Mrs. Mary Taylor,
Mar. 20, 1012.
Cuticura Soap and Cut icura Ointment are
sold throughout tho world. Liberal
sample of
each mailed free, with IS2-Skin Hook. Address post-ca- rd
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston."
S"Tender-face- d
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 2oc. Sample free.

THE CHURCHES

'or

J.

DIAZ,

Phone, 220 Red

ST. JOHN'S

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m. Public
worship at 11 a. m. Junior League at
1
3 p. m.
Epworth League at 1 p. m.
Topic: "Seeing the Father in His
World." Leader, Miss Anna Dietzel.
M.
Public worship at 8 p. m. The pastor
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
will occupy the pulpit both morning
Cation Block, Palace Ave., next and evening. The regular midweek
prayer meeting will be held at 7:45
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
Wednesday evening. All are cordialPHONE 233.
ly invited to worship with us while in
Residence Palace Hotel.
the city. J. M. Shimer, pastor.
Phone Main 63.

OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Biack
OFFICE HOURS. to 3 P. M.

L. F. MURRAY,

D..

An increasing number of people report regularly of the satisfactory results from taking Fo!ey Kidney Pills
and commend their healing and curative qualities. Foley Kidney Pills are
a carefully prepared medicine, guaranteed to contain no harmful or habit forming drugs. They can have only
a beneficial effect w'nm used for kidney and bladder troubles, for barfr-achrheumatism, weak back or lumbago. Sold by all druggists.

e,

5.50
Round Trip From

Santa Fe to Mountainair,
July

19th to August 2nd, 1912.

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL.

SCHOOL,

M0UNTAJNA1R

SUNDA

SCHOOL

CONVENTION

State Epworth League
Convention

AUGUST

JULY

Round Trip Fare From
SANTA FE, N. M.,

$7.65
DATES OF SALE
July 19th to August 2nd, 1912.
RETURN LIMIT
August 5th, 1912, Ten Days.

Entertainment,
struction and Rest.

Pleasure,

In-

Fare from
All Points in New Mexico to
Moun'ainair and Return.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

One and

One-fift-

h

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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Miss Marion Bishop has returned
from a six weeks' visit in Denver.

t)

i'MlilllllBRl

,

Mrs. S. B. Grimshaw and Mrs. Moore
in Santa Fe Monday from an
extended visit in Canada.
Mrs. K. J. DeArcy will return Sunday from a two months' visit in Kansas, Amarillo, Texas, and Roswell.
Mr. and Mrs. Cla-- k M. Carr of Albuquerque are summer visitors in Santa Fe, stopping at the Palace hotel.

it2;

Mrs. J. B. Taylor of Deming, and
Miss Hill of Oklahoma City, are house
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alvan N.
White.

Judge Clarence Roberts and family
Here's a genuine novelty; a frock
have been spending a month in In- that goes over the head. It has neithdiana and came back to Santa Fe this
er buttons nor hooks. This dress has
week.
three specialties to recommend it. It
can be made easily; worn easily and
Miss Manderfleld, Roosevelt Armijo washed
easily.
and Joseph Charles Bergere are visit-- !
It is made in one piece with perMr.
M.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Otero in
'is
fectly ttraight kimono sleeves.
Ltinas.
The opening at the top is sufficienta
ly large to allow the dress to be
Miss Kflie Audrain who has been drawn over the head and
adjusted
the guest of Mr. and Mis. James W.
Chaves for some time, left this morn-linfor her home in Roswell.
they discover they were in Florence
-

The other day a man said
he had no use for an adOing
tnachine because "my bookkeeper wouldn't have enough
work to do."
Just think what that man

Burroughs

W. H.

Adding Machine

lonq,

P. O. Box 702,

Co.,

Sales Manager.

El Paso, Texas.

TRIP ON

Ponte Vecchio for one meets so many
in Italy that it is a relief
to arrive in New York and see a few
tho dagoes.

Theodore Espe spent last Sunday in
Las Cruces. His friends have been
trying to find out whether It was a
b'onde or
question of a canteloupe
just can't-elop-

orr

braixy

Holding sessions at fretpient times;
Said one, "It's tariff that does the And the truth of the matter is still in
doubt
trick,
But the cost of living still climbs
That Boosts tihe cost of our things
and climbs.
so high;"
Another explained, "It's too much
They said it was due to the crop of
'front'
wheat,
makes
our
money
Extravagance
They said it was due to the lack of
fly."
coal,
"Supply of gold" was another cause
Given, of course, by "one who To the kind of food that the women
eat
knows;"
And the way the laborer spent his
But ever and ever, without a pause,
roll;
The cost of living just rose and rose.
To the eastern floods and the western
Craley.)

Miss Margaret Gould of Los Angeles
who has been the house guest of Miss
Helen Laughlin during the past weok
will leave for her home in California
drouth,
The northern calm and the southern
Commissions sat on tne mooted point,
Sunday morning.
And they discovered a lot of things,
blows ;
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter, But not why matters are out of joint But the workman lived from hand to
mouth
wings.
Peter Stauffer and John Stauffer have
And the cost of living just rose
been spending a delightful week at They junketed gaily roundabout,
And prices soaring on spreading
and rose.
the House of the Ten Alders in the
Rito de los Frijoles.

WHITE HOUSE

THE
Semi-Annu-

Clearing Sale

al

THIS

while Dolly will soon he a young lady,
lhey are to spend he summer here,
rr.uch to their old friends delight.
Now that Dr. and Mrs. Hewitt and
Dr. Rolls have returned from Europe

THE

LAST

WEEK

STATE"

TO

SANTA FE, N. M.
TICKETS ON SALE JULY 25th TO AUG. 15th
THROUGHOUT THE STATE.
Return Limit Sept. 5th,

At,

1912.

Santa Fe,

N. M.

The Colonial

The Popular Low Shoe of the Season for Women
who want a Smart Shoe is the

64

COLONIAL"

The " Colonial " is a Summer Creation, and is
classy, dainty and handsome. We will take
the greatest pleasure in showing the Colonial
Footwear to every woman that will favor us
with a call.

There are Patent Colt and Dull Finish
Leathers. Then there are also Suedes

erousGOOD BARGAINS left

'

And Isn't it nice o see M.v. J. W.
ReynolJs and her c.iildren here
she is as attractive and
again?
charming as ever and the children
have grown up to be great tall boys,

PLAN.

OF OUR SALE

From all reports May Spitz seems
to be having such a good time in the
east that we don't know when she
will come home. Just now she is
joining in the fashion parade along
the board walk at Atlantic City.
Clinton J. Crandall, Jr., came down
from the camp of the Santa Barbara
Tie and Pole company this afternoon
and will spend Sunday In Santa Fe.
It's a long time since we have seen
Clinton and we are glad to welcome
him here again.

IS

CERTIFICATE

ALL POINTS IN THE

II. S. LUTZ,

Miss Josephine Hersoh has return- led to Santa Fe after a month's visit
in Albuquerque where she was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Barth.
By Berton

fare,

two-inc-

Governor W. C. McDonald left this
noon for Carrizozo where he will join
Mrs. McDonald who is visiting Mi.
and Mrs. T. A. Spencer.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur SeMgman are
Cleveland at present.
Mrs. Selig- man has been very ill but is so much
improved by this time that Mr. Selig- man expects to return to Santa Fe
next week.

If he hasn't that kind of
a bookkeeper he ought to
get a new one; don't you
think so?
What are you doing?

LOW RATE
One and one-fift- h

J

Mrs. A. M. Bergere spent last week
a; the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
M. Otero at Los Lunas, making a short
visit in Albuquerque on the way
home.

Illustrated lectures on Euro

soutache-embroidere-

n

said.
He is trying to do his
work in the slowest way he
can, just to keep a bookkeeper busy.
The thing for him to do is
to cut down the amount of
work that the bookkeeper is
doing, and then give the
bookkeeper some other work
that would be

Fe.

smoothly to the shoulders.
A running cord draws in the fullness about the waist Which is girdled
with a white
black satin bund matching the bordering about the shoulders.
The edges of the sleeves and the
bottom of the skirt are protected from
the dirt by
bands of black
satin. The contrast adds style and
finish to the simple dress.

It is more than unus- - Americans

Miss Helen Gildersleeve is spending the same day.
her vacation in Santa Fe as the guest ual that they did not meet on
of her mother, Mrs. Charles A. Gilder-sleeve on Palace avenue,

Palace of

pean and American Archaeology and Art ;
and on the Evolution of Man. Excursions
and walking trips to points of interest in
which the region about Santa Fe abounds.
Excursions to the Indian Dances at the
Pueblos of Santo Domingo and Santa
Clara. Visits to the ruins of Puye, Pecos
and the Rito de los Frijoles. The last two
weeks of the session will be spent in camp
at the Rito de los Frijoles, where the excavation of the Ancient Cliff Dwelling ruins
will be in progress. Camping accommodations at minimum cost.

Mrs. Carlos Creamer is spending
(lie summer with relatives in Water-- ;
loo, Iowa.
4

at the historic
the Governors in Santa

ESSION will be held

Dr. Massie is expected back tomor- row evening.

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Eldodt and son
Joseph were in town for a few days
the first part of the neck.

OF AMERICAN ARCHAEOL QG

August 1st to 3 1st, 19 J 2.

PURELY PERSONAL

'

and $1.50 per day.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,

...

REMEMBER ONLY

1

WEEK

with Buckles of Gold and Silver, and
many beautiful designs.

MORE

Come and see the dainty Colonials, Madam I
If you do, you'll surely want a pair. Every
woman does I

Yours to please,
Notice Our
Windows

T

WHITE
CATRON BLOCK.

Notice Our

E Windows

F.I.I.

With Private Bath, $1.50 to $3.00

SUMMER SESSION

and Mrs. Frank Nuding left
coast.
Wednesday for the Atlantic
They will spend a month at Onset.
Mass. and go on to New York in time
for the early plays that are put on in
September.
Mr.

Adolph Fisher and Bert Sloan returned this week from a delightful
It is said
fishing trip on the Pecos.
that they caught colds but the rest
of the catch isn't so easily proven,

CHAUTAQUUA
STATE

SCIIL

Mrs. Edward P. Davies and little
daughter went to Long Beach early
in the spring and will stay there
through the summer. Mrs. Davies'
health has been greatly benefitted
by the change of ".limate.

Mrs. J. Wight Giddings arrived in
the city Thursday from Romeo, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Giddings have rented
the Prichard home on Lincoln avenue
and will make their home here.

M0UKTAINA1R.N.M.
SUMMER

Mrs. Charles TIaynes and small nephew, Ben Arthur Castle, are visiting
in Boise, Idaho. Mr. Haynes will join
them in August reluming to Santa
Fe by way of California.

JX(). S. MlTlMJ

RATES-$1- .00

niiBiiiBfirfSra

arrived

CATHEDRAL.
Ninth Sunday after Pentecost.
First mass at 6 o'clock, a. m.
Second mass at 9:30. Sermon in
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfc.v
TISE?
English by Most Rev. Archbishop J.
E. Pitaval.
Tell your story to
Third mass at 10:.10. Sermon in
2,000,000
Readers
Spanish by Most Rev. Archbishop J.
Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertise' B. Pitaval.
At 6:30 o'clock p. m. Rosary and
snent :n 25 leading newspapers' SunBenediction.
Deinsertion.
for
$12 per
day issue,
scriptive circular FREE.
Lady of Guadalupe.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING!
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass
AGENCY,
0.30 a. in. Sermon in Spanish and
Taos, New Mexico.
English.
CHURCH
OF THE
EPISCOPAL,
DR. W. "UME BROWN,
HOLY FAITH.
Dentist.
Eighth Sunday after Trinity.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
Morning services at 11 o'clock. All
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
are welcome.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN.
And by Appointment.
B. Z. McCollough, Minister.
Sunday school, 9:43 a. m. Fred
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
McBride,
superintendent.
Morning
Theme:
"We
worship 11 o'clock.
Physician and Surgeon.
shall all be Changed.'' Junior Endeav- Office and Residence Washington.
or 3 p. m. Miss Jesse Carroll, superAve., next door to Public Library.
Christian Endeavor, 0:43.
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m intendent.
2 to 4 p. ni. Evenings.
Subject "Missions in North Ameri
ca." Evening worship 7:45. Theme:
Phone Black 47.
"Songs in the night." Special music
at both services.
On account of the
M.
aichaeological school desiring the
evening hour during August,
RESIDENCE, DON CASPAR Sunday
there will be no evening preaching
AVE
services during that month.

DR.

MPfl

hULLENBECK HOTEL
IlIMi-K-

NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS

k.Jgf

Mrs. W. II. Brown and Flo Moore
took the Limited Wednesday morning
for California wher they will rest
and have a good time at Ocean Park
for a couple of months.

17-1- 8

Eczema.

A (?.

(Continued from Page Two.)

BLEEDING
With

NOUEL FROCK WITHOUT BUTTONS OR HOOKS

SOCIETY

S CRACKING
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5 10

Boston

1

!

IS

Batteries:

Walsh and Sullivan;
O'Brien and Carrigan. (10 innings.)
5

Detroit
Philadelphia

9
9 14

2
8

MARRIED

FATALLY

ILL

JUST

ON LINER WHERE MURDER

IS CHEAPEST

BEFORE

(By Roy L. McCardell.)
New York, July 27. Broadway
is
on the blink!
COURT PHYSICIANS ADMIT THAT HIS CASE
There's no doubt about that. It's a
HAS REACHED GRAVE CRISIS AND THAT
melancholy fact. It seems all espebeing in seventh place.
cially cheap and shabby by the garish
HIS STRENGTH IS BEGINNING TO EBB
Topeka Journal: It took seven de-- i
light of day.
feats in nine games to rouse Isbell in- FASTER
A sign "Closed for Repairs", hangs
to strengthening his team.
GANGSTERS GET POLICE KERO. LACE
More
i:: the dirty windows of a dozen erstA
under27.
New
are
has
York,
heavy
July
signexpected. Izzy
changes
IS THE THING NOW. CONTRACT while gilded lobster palaces, eloquent
ed a new college pitcher, but a lot is tone was reflected in opening prices
of
Tokio, July 27. The condition
of an illpaying patronage and the renot expected from Win at this time. of today's stock market. General
Mutsuhito, emperor of Japan, which
LET FOR FIVE AND ONE MILLION cent strike of
waiters.
took four straight from the ectric declined a point as did
was said by the court physicians yesThe Folies Bergere sold out under
It hurt because the loss put hem Steel with weakness in all the terday to have reached a grave crisis,
DOLLAR
HOTEL
the hammer. The Cafe Madrid; rethe Boosters within a few points of active issues except Reading. Among has since fluctuated greatly giving
In greenish "gray
cently
Lincoln. Northrup is likely to go and the .BPecialties wool was strongest rise to hopes of recovery and again
other changes are imminent accord- with a gain of a point. General Elec- casting those near his majesty into
York, July 27, Just before the carved woodwork at a cost of $18,000,
met a similar fate. Churchill's has
ing to reports reaching here. Kores trie made up its loss and initial prices despair.
sailing of the Mauretania at 1 o'clock
had trouble,
the Kaiserhof .Iimp3
has been benched and Danny Claire otherwise showed some improvement
full
with
a
this
passenger
morning,
Several cabinet ministers remain
is piaying snort ana Lieonara tnira. but soon eased off again. Canadian in constant attendance. The bulletins list and many widely known persons along, tihe Bustanoby Brothers busted apart and then two of them bustOmaha Bee: Pat Rourke continues Pacific
Bethlehem issued today indicate there has been on board, a wedding ceremony was ed up
a
only to start again together in
to exert a determined effort to land Steel 1 yielded andpoint;
all
the
on
had
the
It
ship.
performed
announcement
pubthe
Tobaclittle
American
change,
pfd.,
a more modest manner.
ashore.
the pennant. His signing of Outfilder
of
a
fashionable
affair
setting
lished early hinting that his strength
over 2.
But why is Broadway on the blink?
Allen and Pitcher Beebe is the latest co,
E. Alexander Montgomery, a wealthy
The market closed heavy. The only was ebbing.
man of Los Angeles, who was Since horse racing in New York was
demonstration of that. He already
mining
acute
were
hour
of
final
has as strong a team as there is in features ofthe
freed from his first wife by a Reno stopped the play on the races no
American Tobacco which DID NOT MUZZLE
!
the league, but is content with nothing weakness
divorce a few days ago, was the bride- longer pays the freight for the under!
fell over six points and a three point
short of the best.
and Miss Helen Schwarz of world. So every poolroom became a
SOON ENOUGH groom,
aec""e 1,1
:
St. Joseph
411 Riverside Drive was the bride gambling house where the roulette
Those
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK.
neel turned, tne crap dice rattled
a
cient enemies, the Bears and the!
There were ushers, bridesmaids,
Kansas
City, July 27. Cattle,
From Los Angeles Times.
thei
seem
to have buried
best man, flowers, music and a buffet for quick action to make expenses for
Drummers,
While about fifty members of the supper. All of the first cabin passen- - the poolroom keepers and to while
for good, and everybody ceipts 300, including 200 southerns,
Native steers 0.00
Protective Association gers were practically guests at Che away the tedium between the race an- should be glad. The Denver players Market steady.
4.00ffT6".50;
nouncements for tiheir patrons.
steers
were gathered in Symphony Hall wedding.
and their manager, Jack Hendricks, 9 55; southern
The bootblack, the newsboy. the
were chummy with the Drummers and southern cows and heifers 3.255.50; Thursday afternoon preparing to flood
The ceremony was performed short
or evm
with the spectators, and there was native cows and heifers 3.25"8.25; the city with appeals to nullify the ly before midnight and the wedding cnauneur, me nanger-otwo little
ordinance,
a en constituted the bulk of the
less roasting of the visiting players stockers and feeders 4.00G.75; bulls
a company of more than
than usual. Maybe ifs because the 3 5flS5.50; calves 4.50S.25; western children were being carried to the
sat down to the wedding feast room and gambling house patronage,
Mountaineers are less chesty than steers 5.50S,20 western cows 3.25 'receiving hospital torn and lacerated and toasted the newly married couple. A cnean set of Ramblers came up
by the fangs of vicious and unmuzzled A buffet supper was served to all the frora tne east side to minister to the
c.00.
they used to be.
Wichita Eagle: Omaha is passing! Hogs, receipts 2,000.
Market 10c dogs of the streets.
cabin passengers with extras in honor cneap vices ot sucn as these.
You can step a short block from
Robeson
the
English,
of the happy event.
rra
real reason is probably that the: heavy 7.90(ffiS.05; packers and butch- - old baby of Harrold English, No. 526
wedding sunner and reception Broadway at Fortieth street and on
..KOLFHMA1NEN WINNING 5000 M ETRE. RACE. AT. STOCKHOLM.
Oxford boulevard, was attacked in iasted until the last whistle sounded grimy Seventh avenue get curb mar-th- e
Rourke gang has been winning with evs
s.noS.20; lights S.108.25; pigs
abduc-te- n
street by a strange brute and
and
been
has
.
natured.
the lines were about to be cast oft ket Prices for assau-fJ- ,
.
regularity
good
6.007.00.
before
'
face
twice
the
in
Let luck break the other way and Man- 'an(j
, i
help
then the guests ran ashore, bom- - tion and murder,
200. Market steady.
Sheep,
receipts
who was brought; up again at Bow ager
For $10 you can get "a guy, beat up."
trouble, Muttons 3.50(4.40; lambs 5.507.00; could come. The toddling baby hadhar3ing the newly weds with rice as
Arbogast will be
street court today on a provisional ex- - unless he has changed having
or $20. your enemy will be disabled
found his way out of doors and,
a lot very
on
stood
deck.
the
3.25
and
yearlings
range wethers
warrant issued on behalf of cently.
for yo" a blow with a piece of lead
ing the dog in the street, stumbled
SHOT IN A NEW YORK OFFICE.
500; range ewes 2.504.15.
the Belgian government on the allega-- i
toward it, both amis outstretched in
mana-tioDale
Journal:
Topeka
Gear,
nlan wh0 told the police hi3 P'Pe wrapped in a newspaper doing
WOOL.
LOUIS
ST.
that he was implicated in a lar- -' ger of the Kaws, has released Pitcher
name was Conway walked into the the trick. Many a man has been fol- St. Louis, July 27. Wool steady, gleeful greeting.
ceny said to have been committed at Wainwright to the Meridian,
a
of
Without
even
Miss.,
real estate offices of Frcttretch, Silk-- : lowed and beaten beyond recognition
warning
growl
20
western
mediums
and
d
Ostend, was remanded until August 2 club of tine Cotton States League.
animal1
unmuzzled
and
man & Seybel, on the ninth floor of who nas thought it the work of
the
savage
24; fine mediums 1S(S20; fine 1317.
without bail.
him 41 Park Row today and shot Joseph "P men because he was robbed any-t- o
bore
and
the
upon
Wainwright won one game here this
baby
CHICAGO GRAIN.
season. George Cochran an infielder,
Norman thing found when the victim was
the ground. Its feet planted on Frettretch in the stomach.
27. Denials of rust
has been purchased from the Chey-- j Chicago, July
child's form, the dogiBergh, a clerk, seized a chair and "frisked'' being part of the extra
the
struggling
reports from Canada today depressed
enne, Wyo., club.
at the little face felled Conway with it, but before the inSS- wheat.
Statements by correspond and beforeviciously
Wno V&ii the men who murdered
was
driven away its man was disarmed he fired a bullet
it
Topeka Journal: But for one fact
ents declared conditions generally fa- SIXTY-MILSKI RACES,
and how much were they
Rosenthal
that Denver has the last twentv-K- i
twice
in
him
had
closed
which
wounded
the
at
Bereth,
slightly
fangs
baby's
Opening prices were un- - flesh near the right eye. The wounds in the hip. Conway fired another shot, Paid? These questions may never be
ho. vorable.
SI.n af hnmo r.-sramPS nf the
DAILY
PRIMITIVE
unset-nanRUNS,
up. Close was
Lake Forest, 111., July 27. Thomas lieves that Omaha would win the pen-- ! changed to
were treated at the receiving hospital, which went wild. Frettretch cannot .i answered to everybody's satisfaction,
for Sept., a !oss ot
ed at 93
He thinks it is Omaha
and
defeated
Jack Grunwolt, 6 years old, was recover. Conway was defiant and but if tihey are the surprising enlight-bitte- n
AND C. Bundy of Los Angeles
STEAM
BATHS, MASSAGE
(f 1 4 net.
in an almost identical fashion sullenly refused to discuss his reason ennient will be the small price paid,
Walter Hayes of Chicago, in the semi- Denver for tihe nennnnt. with Rt .Trvs- Further rain in Nebraska where by a strange dog in the street near 'for shooting. He is middle aged and'tbe cheap rates at which murder is
RIGID DIET MADE YOUNG VILLAGE finals round of the western Tennis eph in close contest for the second
association championship tournament place with the other team. Rourke, it needed made the corn market weak. his home, No. 3618 East Sixth street. apparently in humble circumstances. quoted since horse racing went out
FINN AN OLYMPIC IDOL.
lower at except that the wounds were in the GANGSTERS
A
thus earning the right, to meet F. C. seems is not yet through strengthen-- ' September opened 14 to
"GET?
POLICE !and ,ne cheap gambler and his cheap
and sagged to 64
to 65
associate, the cheap gangster, left the
Inman of New York in the final round. ing the Arbogasts.
He is after more 6S
HERO.
leg instead of the face.
stuss games of the East Side down-wa- s
net
won in the straight sets, the and better pitchers and fighting, hard Close was steady with Sept.
York's
of
one
New
Francis
Bundy
Reilly,
him
The
of
attack
the
upon
dog
(By W. G. Shepherd.)
town and came up to the Tenderloin
for the bunting O'Neill offers.
at 65
in
scores beind
an
is
higher
policemen,
was
dying
He
treated by
unprovoked.
Stockholm, Sweden, July 27. I have
St. Joseph Gazette:
In the third set, Hayes started to
The July option in oats went to D. Lulu Peter and sent to the Kas-- ! East Side hospital from wounds re- - 10 be regular guys,
The release of
talked to Honnes Kolohmainen, the tabu tYtx riot an1
Viiu fic
Come with me in the small hours
ivi
Buck Freeman does not come as a sur- pieces owing to heavy receipts, ex- pare Conn hospital
In both cases ceived in an encounter with gangsters
fastest long distance runner in theo
laet before the dawn and look them over.
took the next prise to those who have been watch- pected Monday.
i before daybreak
offerings
Although
to
Bundy
was
today.
as
Early
quick-cauterization
resorted
world who made Jean Bourn, the
ing him perform and who realized that were only moderate, the price dropped Iv as nossible and it is honed that no evening Reilly arrested a member of Tne hSts are out on the big sign
c?
o
IVondh nTfinrinr ' flcnrffQ Tlniih'i tr Ahol
uiaue oioaaway iamous.
fifth and the veteran who had the lion's share as much as 4
the
at one time demand serious effects will follow.
the "Pansy gang" on a robbery charge. Lual- ua
grabbed
Hayes
Kiviat, Tel Berna and other American a keen battle began,
A few hours later other members of Most of the big saloons and restau- the out- to do with the winning of the Western was so small.
stars look like mile posts in the mur- - come was never in although
doubt.
the gang beset the patrolman at a rants are closed.
League pennant for Sioux City two
Firmness in the hog market caused
derous 5000 meter race. This is what The Californian led at
Tne doors are closed at the Ger- dark street corner and left him with a
his back- years ago was slipping.
Freeman's
sales
ar.
in
First
provisions.
upturn
Kolehmainen told me:
man Village and the Poodle Dog, but
control
not
been
at
hand
and
forehand
has
skull
and
to
fractured
drives
internal
the
far
stage
good
any
injuries.
20e
T
to
rl
shade
from
varied
a
i .i
It,
higher
"fw V,it
cH
there are lights within and night
NOT TO WED, VINCENT SAYS,
corners keeping the state champion! 1 this season. In addition it is rumored with
September delivery 18.25 to 18.35
Knopus, in the wildest part of Fin- - on the run.
witih some of the
that
and if the
his
relations
Vincent Astor, who sailed for Eur - Prowlers at the tables,
for pork; 10.SO for 'ard, and 10.65 for
land. Our father was the village carwon the ninth game but other Drummers were not of the best.
Hayes
27. What the ope on the Mauretania this horning, waiter on the door knows you when
Tucson,
Ariz.,
July
ribs.
We
a
little athletic TJlinHv wao
joined
penter.
knock you can come in. The
"
" In nc nnrtrA nti nmn
police claim to be a carefully planned spent the last few minutes before the you
club started by the village bricklayer
.
sailed in denying the recent rum-- Lmnese restaurants are serving the
and the match Y7
,the
game
bat
deciding
scheme
make
a
to
business
larcenv
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK.
six years ago.
ot their trade at 2 in the morn-wa- s
b's engagement. "All these
Migg Mfly gut(on Qf Log Angeleg
and conduct it along business lines !rs
"William joined first and Tatu fDa - '
Chicago, July 27. Cattle, receipts
- ,mSThere is something in dope and
smilhe
are
Woman-Western
the
Tennis
untrue,"
the!Prts
explained
interrupted Wednesday by
.
. .
or nim
. .
avr wintar
300.
tti n i a
,1
Market strong. Beeves 5.70 (fS
iL..
1 am not
.n,.uu me geueraiij
ana nave iHiTib- nrA n n.'iU,.n
inac
Clem- - ';'"Biy.
arrest
of
and
championship by defeating Miss Mary
Louis
engaged
Charles
9.75: Texas steers 4.907.00; western
William, who was never a good skiier, K. Browne of the same
intention ot being married any- - niaKe ior a craving tor the savory
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
mons,
city,
brothers,
negro
with;n
charged
steers 5.0(??,7.85; stockers and feedbeat Tatu and then Tatu joined the
messes the Chinese serve to the unwhere in the near future.'
Won Lost Pet.
larceny.
'
ers 4.00(f?0.80; cows and heifers 2.70 petty
derworld.
club, and so did I. I was 17. Tatu
BASEBALL GAME TOMORROW
two
IS
LACE
NOW.
Between
New York
the
THE
the
6
THING
men,
22
.747
police
vowed he'd beat William on skiis, and
calves 6.509.5O.
Rosenthal was broke and "up
The Lamy Grays baseball team will
Paul Ullman, a lace importer of St.
ciaim that the Laos tobacco estab
54
23
.621 '8.00;
Market lishment formerly conducted
every Sunday they raced over the come to Santa Fe tomorrow, and will Chicago
10,000.
Hogs,
receipts
Sam Louis, arrived yesterday on the Kaiser against It," but he was fighting like
by
35
.588
,.50
Pittsburg
mountains.
strong, 5 to 10c higher. Lights
Drachman on West Congress street Wilhelm der Grosse from a "three a cornered rat, and his long fight
try to get revenge with the White Sox Philadelphia .. .. ...42
41
.506
"One Sunday I went with them and for their
(f?S.50: mixed 7.558.40; heavy 7.35
defeat two Sundays ago, Cincinnati
has
been robbed of hundreds of months' tour of Europe, where he has against the police stationed in his
44
46
.489
came in first. We raced a thousand when the "WhitA Say trimmod fhom m t
house led up to the dramatic
6.90
7.3'57.55:
8.35;
pigs
rough
pounds of tobacco and hundreds of been observing tihe direction in which gambling
-- a
ol- L,ouls
52
.429
.
. ,
,
in which he was slain
denouement
times; sometimes 60 miles, sometimes tr tho t
8.20. Bulk of sales 7.80(f?S.25.
ot
the
K
fancies
of
the fashionably attired
cigars during past months, all
,
33
57
.367
sometimes 00.
5.000.
Market which has been retailed throughout are pointing. What he saw at those without having a Chance for his life.
(morrow will be very interesting as Brooklyn
Sheep,
receipts
pOS!tnn
64
.264
Native 3.15?5.00; western certain portions of the city at some- places caused him to Invest $10,000 in
uui uuiu teams are very evenly iiiaicn-- j
steady.
.u.u.i.1, i.cu o
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
N. J. Gorham, cashier BanK of
ski, we ran races, often going 25 ed. The game two Sundays ago was:
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she was a stenographer in the busi- aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
Allen
soft as feather cushions."
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and Miller; Suggs,
of the White Sox.
Fidel Martinez, Taos.
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the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLness office of the Sun.
I felt Honnes' leg, and what he
Johnson is six feet tall and (has Benton, Fromme and McLean.
Claude Horton, Hodges.
New York, July 27. Spot cotton
A PARADE OF 5,000 MOTOR CARS. LARS for each and every case of Casaid was true. The muscles felt like pitched with success in several teams
Colo.
Silverton,
closed quiet, middling uplands 13,25; .Alejandro Herrera,
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gulf
His gigantic heart, the secret, ing his second year of professional
Cleveland (1st game)
R. H. E.
Neil B. Field, Albuquerque.
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
lantern parade of motor cars, motorof his success, was beating only 44, ball. The players will join the Chica-time- s Cleveland
3 8 1
E. S. Hooper, Denver.
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Sworn to before me and subscribed'
Chicago, July 27 Wheat, July 98
a minute, which means it does 'go club at the close of the Western Washington
cycles and bicycles tonight. AH the
4 9 1
J. H. Bowling, New York.
machines will be decorated with flags to my presence, this 6th day of DeSept. 93
almost twice as much work in one .League season,
Batteries: Blanding and O'Neill;
Lee B. Chase, Carrizozo.
and Japanese lanterns, intermingled cember, A. D. 1886.
Corn, July, 70
stroke as the average heart.
Sept. 65
Cashion and Ainsmith.
A. H. Hudspeth, White OaTcs.
with red fire.
A. W. GLEASON.
Oats, July 44
Sept. 33.
WESTERN LEAGUE GOSSIP.
(Seal)
Johnny Hayes said to me as wo
W. H. Patterson, Albuqueqrue.
were watching the young Finn finish
Pork, Sept. 18,27
Joe H. Pyle, Albuquerque.
Topeka Journal: Lincoln has start- - At St. Louis (1st game) R, H. E.
Notary Publio
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interin the 5000 meter race: "That boy is ed out to increase its lead from the St. Louis
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H. R. Whiting, Cincinnati.
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O. W. Raner, Pueblo.
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CAPITAL 850,000 00
Women who bear children and remain healthy are those who nreDare
'their Bystems in advance of baby's
Unless the mother aids
coming.
nature in its
work the crisis
finds her system unequal to the demands made upon it, and she is often
left with weakened health or chronic
ailments. No remedy is so truly a
help to nature as Mother's Friend,
and no expectant mother should fail
to use it.
It relieves the pain and
discomfort caused by the strain on
the ligaments, makes pliant and elas- tic those fibres and muscles which
nature is expanding, prevents numb- negs of limbs, and Boothes the lnflam-- ;
mation of breast glands. The system
being thus prepared
by Mother's
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
may not be safely met.
Mother's
Friend assures a speedy and complete
recovery for the mother, and she is
left a healthy woman to enjoy the
reanug 01 ner
child.
Mother's
Friend is sold at

a General Banking Business

Does

pre-nat-

Your Patronage Solicited
1.

fi. LAUGHLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN

H. F STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

Aim

buyer for Charles Friend & Co., Inc.,
arrived here
Chicago, and Denver,
last night from his trip to southern
Xew Mexico and Texas,
where he
bought a large quantity of woo for
his company.
C. S. Peterson is shedding th.e light
cf his genial presence in Santa Fe,
inS come in from the north end ot
the state where lie has been busv as
usual. Mrs. Peterson and Peterson,
Jr., best known as Tom, are in Den
ver. "Pete" as 0. S. is known to th
newspaper fraternity says that the
is growing
progressive movement
fast and that the new Xew Mexican
is meeting favor everywhere.
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Great Bargains
--

IMPORTANT SALE begins
Monday, lasting the entire
week on all this Season's Summer Goods.

MILLINERY
the balance

Of

th:S month

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

This line consists of all Piece Goods and Ladies' Suits,
Coats and Dresses.

125 Palace Ave.
SENATOR FROM

OUR READERS
want TO KNOW
Mr.

Bystander.

S
N

NEW MEXICO.
From Congressional
Record
of
July 21'.
Mr. Catron.
I present certi- tied extracts from the journals of
the senate and house of represen- tatives of t'he state of Xew Mex- ico, containing a complete record
of all the proceedings in the sen- ate and house relating to the elec- tion of my colleague, Hon. A. I!.
Fall, by the legislature of the
state of New Mexico a senator
from that slate for the term be- ginning March 4. 1913. I ask
that the extracts be placed on
the hies.
I he
President
pro tempore.
iue paper sent to tne desk seems
to be a transcript of the action
of two bodies of the legislature
of the state of Xew Mexico, and
credentials in the usual form are
omitted.
If there be no objec- tion, tHio chair will refer the pa- per to the committee on privi- loges and elections.
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M valuable information, and many sug- My habitual modesty parts.
and the lack X
gestions of a helpful nature.
cf the stimulus of encouragement
BRABFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta. Ga.
have hitherto kept me from bringing
my opinions and literary aspirations
GOODS
GO,
before the doubtless delighted perusal of an admiring public, but your
delicate prod has roused me from my
inertia and here I am.
Claude Horton is in from Hodges
Your bravery in criticising the detoday.
dampository for cast-of- f
footwear,
J. M. Speck of Los Angeles is a vis- - aged
crockery, pots, pans and sunMASONS DISCUSS PEACE.
itor here today.
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of Albuquerque, was a business visit- trifles?
success, and as most men shape
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Thomas Davis and Mr. and Mrs. F. the heart of this inspiring hamlet. I young men.
F. Springer of Colorado Springs are would rejoice with you, however, if1 In this age of competition man
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the medicine or' the professions have become
among today's visitors in Santa Fe..
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which we might puncture the ly overcrowded.
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STENZEL ECZEMA LIQUID
Andrew Carnegie says that the suc-itstander and if you, out of your infin- wisdom can enlighten a benighted cessful business men of the future
A clear white liquid for cleansing
public as to WHO is responsible for must be those who have a technical
Don't waste time
purifying and healing skin and scalp these weighty matters, do not keep us business training.
Secure
and money on experiments.
diseases.
longer in suspense.
that training in a strong, well estabStops itching or burning instantly;
LINCOLN
AVENUE.
License Numbers,
cures eczema permanent.
Day or Night Phone, IJO Red.
lished, successful institution, whose
Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns in
A few days after using the Liquid
Catalogue
graduates are successful.
Next Door to Postoffice.
STERLING SILVER.
the disease begins to disappear.
free.
THE
Patterns of High Grade Table Silverware.
and
Staple
Special
FischFe
in
by
Price $1. Sold Santa
Courses by mail, also.
HAND DECORATED CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.
IN
TORRANCE
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ditch.
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City Property and Loans.

Life, Accident,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

REAL ESTATE

City Property, Farms,
Matias Domlnguez Died Two Months
Ranches, Ojrchards,
Ago Today and his Wife Succumbed
Last Night She Will Be Laid By
Land Grants,
His Side Monday Morning.
Senora Juanita Domlnguez, 65 years
old, one of the most respected and
beloved women of the city, died last
night at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Duran on San Francisco street
Her husband
after a short iuness.
Of
Mattias Dominguez, died Just two
bereavethe
and
months ago today
ment told heavily upon the aged wom194 W., Room
an. She had mourned his death daily Telephone
and all efforts to comfort her had
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
proved unavailing. She will be laid to
rest Monday by his side. The time of
the funeral will ba announced later. SANTA FE,- - - - NEW MEXICO

Etc

All Kinds.
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AT TESUQLE, FORMER

LEONARD,

INSURANCE

Surety Bonds

We can take care
of your business.
Pa. 14:...

of

New Mexico embodying such endorsement and it declares the steadfast ad
herence of the progressives of Torrance colnty to all the progressive
principles as advanced in the platform
of principles and address adopted by
the progressive state convention held
at Santa 'e on March 8th, last.

the time

to place your

Here from ALBUQUREQUE for a few days.
Former Assistant and Successor to DR. H. L. POST.

EsKncia.
The following resolutions were un
animously adpted:
This convention reaffirms the reso
lutions adopted
by the progressive
at Estancia on
county convention
March 5th, 1912, in which it endorsed
the candidacy of Theodore Roosevelt
for president of the United States
which resolutions were the first adopin
convention
ted by any county
Julius Meyer

I
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Every Woman
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for
Quality.
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READ'S
HISTORY

s NEW

MEXICO

The most accurate and best written history of the State, givinr the details of the struggles and danger of the early Spanish settlers up to the
present era. It is the history of facts concerning New Mexico, as Mr. Read
is in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in large T 1
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kJ?IU.UU

readable type,

SPECIAL, PRICES TO EDUCATORS, INSTITUTIONS,
THE HISTORY

OF EDUCATION

ETC.

IN NEW MEXICO

the Important Part that Education Meant to the Settlement
pham- and growth of Our State. By Mr. Read, in a
Wen IS
let, something that should be In every home In the State. Price,

A Concise HI tory of

paper-boun-
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New Mexican office, or address

author, BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.
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THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.

FIRST

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

Oldest Daily

in

the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.

NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Lirger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
ERONSON CUTTING
President
J WIGHT GIDDINGS
Editor
Associate Editor
WILLIAM F. BROGAN
General Manager
CHARLES M. STAUFFER

tfi6s

Entered as Second Class Matte r at the Santa Fe Postofflce.

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

up to the Childers' place. They found
the roads in good condition.
Mrs. X. B. Field of Albuquerque, is
expected up tomorrow to open Iher
cottage for the summer.

VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES.
Valley Ranch, X. M., .July 2G, 1912.
Mr. W. C. Haiely with tihe two Misses
Bergere motored over from Santa Fe
stopping here on their way
yesterday,
1.00

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
J5.00 Daily, per quarter, by mail
$1.23
Daily, per year, by mail
?2.30 Daily, per quarter, by carrier. .$1.50
Daily, six months, by mail
2.00 Weekly, six

Weekly, per year

Weekly, per quarter

months

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes
telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

There is now excellent fishing and
from all appearances our rainy sea- son has passed, and a large number1
are planning to spend the month of
August on the Upper Pecos.

money-transmitti-

50
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REMARKS

Vm

I

At a Denver meeting held a few evenings since, Philip Stewart plainly
declared his position in the present campaign. He said that his neighbor, who'
edits the Pueblo Chieftain, has repeatedly of late referred to him as ai
"political maverick.'' ' accept the term,'' said the speaker, "and propose
to remind him that, according to the laws of the range a maverick bears no
man's brand and is owned by no one."
Again Stewart said: "I am a republican but not a thief. I am not one
of the best kept republicans who bends the hinges of the knee to the beckon
of t)he corporation finger. I am an American citizen and as such deny the
right of the political pigmy to advise me as to whether or not I am a republican."
The expressions of Stewart but voice the feelings of all men from whatever party, who have gone with determination into this great progressive
movement.
It is simply a declaration of freedom; the right to think as one
chooses; act. as one believes; ally ones self with such party as his own
judgement may dictate. The calling of names does not hurt anyone nor
If the opponents of progressiveism find pleasure
retard tihe movement.
in it, there is no reason why they should not enjoy themselves to their
heart's content. We can remember back in juvenile days, what satisfaction
we used to get in calling some fellow with whom we had a row, a good,
strong', ugly name, and all the sarcastic fervor we could throw into it, the
greater was the enjoyment we got of it. In later years the calling of name?
has seemed purile, but if there are those who still enjoy calling Mr. Stewart
a maverick, as tihe Pueblo Chieftain seems to, or calling the editor of this
paper a wolf and a coyote as the Hon. Sec. does in Independiente, we are
glad to see them enjoy themselves, as it doesn't hurt anybody and only
shows that someone is feeling bad or mad, as that is what inspires the calling
of names.
The fact is that the new progressive movement has forced itself upon
the attention of the people by its wonderful growth and energetic spirit.
If this were not so, no one would be calling its members names. It is the hit
bird that flutters, and if the old standpat gang had not been hit by this
movement, there would not be so much fluttering.
0

THE OLD LIBERTY BELL

The managers of the Panama Exposition want the old Liberty Bell as
one of the exhibits.
Philadelphia has entered a strong protest against carting it across the
continent, and we believe with good reason. It is not an exhibit. It is a
treasure about which centers a strong, healthy and patriotic sentiment. We
remember being, as a child, at the Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia,
and seeing that old bell there in the Pennsylvania building. One of the things
that impressed iiself on the boy's mind, was the beautiful sentiment about
the scene, when men stopped at the little enclosure on which the bell was
hanging and touched it with an apparent feeling of reverence for the old
piece of metal, for the place it has held in our wonderful early history. It
was particularly noticeable for the reason that our American people are growing less reverent than they once were, carried away as they are, by commercial and moneyed interests. We are perhaps less reverential of the
things that should be sacred to us, than are the peoples of other lands. We
are rather inclined to see the humorous side of things both ttiose inanimate
and associations that are about our public men. We do not have any pedestals in America, and hand out jokes about our public men, rather than
eulogies.
It is good now and then to touch the chord of sentiment which is In
everyone's nature, though in some of us, it is not easily reached nor played
upon, and a feeling of reverence for some object which recalls a mighty
struggle for liberty and the triumph of the people, ought now and then to
be awakened. It makes us better, and stirs the spirit of genuine patriotism
which we should not allow to slumber.
To see the old Liberty Bell in its home atmosphere recalls the struggle
of our forefathers that made us what we are, while away from these surroundings a certain sentiment is lost. In the old city of Philadelphia it
rests where it first pealed out that wonderful message of freedom and liberty
and there it seems best that it should remain. There are good grounds for
a protest from the old city, once the center of those stirring events which
gave us the opportunity to become what we are today.
-- 0-

ON WITH THEM

ties.

The main object of impeachment of such federal judges is to disqualify
the guilty from ever afterward holding public office of honor or profit in the
United States. There is no such thing as recall of federal judges.
Unimpeached, the most rascally judge who ever wore the ermine stands
a chance against which society is helpless of again getting upon the bench
after a vacation to improve his health or for any other reason.
Innocent, Judges Hanford and Archbald should insist upon being tried
should be forever debarred from holding
to the limit. Guiity.Mhes-e-Judgepublic office of honor or profit.
The judge who uses his office to fatten his own private fortune cannot be
punished by being permitted to retire.
On with those impeachments!
0

The supreme court in Kansas justly holds that the row now going on
in the ranks of the republican party is political, not legal, and the courts
cannot interfere. Judge Branine gave the decision and he will now find himself on the standpatters' black list, ready for removal, or impeachment or to
receive a notification that 'his ' resignation will be received." It is a brave
man, be he government official or jurist, who goes contrary to the interests
of the bosses.
0

Says a standpat organ: "No time should be lost to the friends of Presi
dent Taft in putting the boot' to all alleged republican presidential electors
Why
who contemplate crucifying the president by voting for Roosevelt."
don't they bring out the steam roller?
0

Taft is grinding a grist of postmasters through the political hopper in
hopes of getting a few more henchmen in line. Xew Mexico got a lew In
today's run, to help turn the crank on the old machine.
0

Taft will take the notification of his nomination at Chicago just as if
it really belonged to him, and when hu is told that it is his, ho will believe
it, just as he believes everything the standpatters tell him.
o

If knocking Judge Ixmg down was a "trivial dispute," in what class would
the Hon. Sec. put the mrrder of Rosenthal in Xew York, the other day? Just
a little game of "spat 'em out," probably.
0

Now that the ice cream and cucumber season is on, it is just as well to
remember that these two appetizing things do not dwell harmoniously in the

same tenement.

0

Some scientist has said that if we ate and drank only what is good for
us we could stretch our 70 years' span to 120. But think of the fun we'd miss.
0

Weddings in balloons are the latest fad. Don't see what's the use of
that. The principals at a wedding are always up in the clouds anyway.
0

Somebody has sprung the old question again: "Is there a hell?" The one
who is always springing it, has never been poor.
0

Los Angeles proposes to make it a misdemeanor to "treat" a friend.
Should think it would make some difference how the friend was treated.
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proceedings against him
may be dropped. The commerce court is dead and it is suggested that the
impeachment proceedings against Judge Archbald are waste of energy.
The impeachment proceedings against both of these judges should be
vigorously pushed, not dropped. Morally, these judges if guilty are on a level
with the ordinary thief. We do not suffer thieves to keep the stolen goods
and merely accept their relinquishment of their opportunity to steal.
The most serious charge against these judges is that they misused
tfheir high office, ravished justice in order to feather their own nests. The
proposition is not that they make restoration if restoration is due, but that
they be permitted to retire by merely surrendering their present opportuni-

resigns and the impeachment

ferent conditions would not have said.
The "smart Aleck" strain is in all
human nature and we find that even
men of presidential size are not be-

yond the influence of it. Like so
much other wisdom, 'handed down
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Xbw and again some one comes through the ages, in the great book,
The Hon Sec is just too trivial for
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any use.
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under
'as y,oodrow 'Wilson is making his
the measles?"
trees and robbed them.
AN UNUSUAL
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"Yas, suh, dey's tre down wif da tongue explain it;elf. Back in 1897,
into
before
bee
the
got
presidential
measles, Bah."
"
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SELF SUSTAINING" P0L1CY
Work for the New Mexican, it Is
"Well, Zeke, I'm very sorry for all '''s bonnet Woodrow wrote an article
for
for
Santa
working
Fe
and
tho
you,
.for the Atlantic Monthly. The learnUhis trouble you've got."
The Most Liberal Proposition Written.
It is Self Sustaining After the Tenth Year.
new state.
It Has a Return Premium Provision.
"Huh! Dafs not MAII trubb!e, dat's ed Professor was trying, at that time
It Has a Total Disability Clause. This Alone Is Worth the Prlue.
t0 ma';e ol't that George Washington
DEY'S trubble."
iet us explain it to you. .
was not any great shucks after all,
CAPITAL CITY
GENERAL AGENTS
& HALL KOOM 21,BANK
HALL
BLLXi
and among other pleasant little appel- GEORGE'S CABINET FEARS
KISHS
CITY, MO.,
lations that Woodrow applied to
WOMEN.
George was "a cheap peddler of real
RETURN
and then he warbled on in his
London, July 27. Additional police estate"
G. W. bad
article about the
guards were detailed today to protect in western lands interest
and how he was
the cabinet ministers, their families
own advantage as a
to
his
looking
and homes against suffragists.
It is
believed Scotland Yard his been war- h;nd speculator. The attention of
as one of Washingthe
ned that an unprecedentedly vigorous
ton's successors .was called to the arTHE BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
demonstration is planned.
Though ticle the other day and he Eadly exDr. Ethel Smith, the musical composer
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK
occasion
OF
LOYAL ORDER
MOOSE
"I remember the
arrested yesterday, says she has a plained:
Cor.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
.Perfect alibi, the authorities stick to myBeif after 1 toad made that state-- j August 19th to 23rd, 1912.,
ONLY EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS
Seligman
their charge that she was cornered in ment and can onIy account for ,t ,n
the attempt, July 13, to burn Colonial this wav. ,hat moBt mpn. nn Kome O0. Dates of Sale, August 16th to 19th.
and
Cars to Hire by Hour, Day or Night.
Secretary Harcourt's home at Oxford casion or other, cannot resist the
Water
Return Limit, Aug. 31st, 1912.
THE ONLY MODERN OARAQE IN THE CITY.
and will push the case in police court
Sts.
temptation to play the smart Aleck!"
Phone your cal
0
Givin; the best service at all times.
Friday. Doctor Smithe is out on
Thus we are again reminded that SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
bail.
SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION ON BAND.
the tongue, or the pen which reflects
AGENT,
what the tongue dictates can make us H.S.LUTZ,
Latest sporting news in the Santa say a lot of silly and mean things
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Fe New Mexican. Read It.
which we, on reflection, or under difc
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SAVED FROM

ROSWELL LIKES JUPE PLUV.
,!in inch a d.iy during She past three
These plenteous favors of Jupite? weeks.
The first rutting on Mr. Humphrey's
riuvius mean big crops ami grassy
ITAL plains winch in turn moan fat cattle place went nbout. a ton ami a hair per
many sheep and prosperity in which acre, and although this second cutiim.'
not been weighed, lie says that it
Roswell will have a large share.
will not nibs two tons per acre very
Tells How Sick She Was And well News.
'nr. The second cutting is much
What Saved Her From
'heavier than the first and the quality
DISAPPOINTED.
Before the conventions
the Star of the hay is absolutely perfect,
An Operation.
There will be a great deal of hay
supported Roosevelt fur tile republican nomination and Wiison as the used here this fall for stock feeding,
"
Ohio.
Three y ears democratic standard bearer, now the and it is estimated that 150 ears of
Upper Sandusky,
ago 1 was married and went to house editor frankly states that under con- - bailed hay will bo shipped out of here
keeping. I was not ditions now existing, "Wilson is not before spring. Maxwell Mail.
feeling well und the man for the place. Xogitl Star, j
Ros-jha- s

j

Foster-Milbur-

been secured.

to make the trip should
register at the Secretary's Office, School of
American Archaeology in the Governor's Palace,
by or before Thursday, August 1st.
All persftns wishing

For particulars call on or address,

....

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

When public endorsement Is made
a representative citizen of Santa
Fe the proof is positive.
av must
believe it. Read this testimony. Every backache sufferer, every man.
woman or child with any kidney trouble will find profit in the reading.
Mrs. Bernarda R. de Escudero, lOfi
Griffin St., Santa Fe, X. Mex., says: "I
hold just as high an opinion of Doan's
Kidney Pills today as when I publicthem in January,
ly recommended
190V.
For about a year I was bothered by a dull ache and weakness across
I tired easily,
my loins and kidneys.
anu apy exertion brought on severe
pains in my back.
Hearing Doan's
Kidney Pills highly spoken of, I was
induced to try them.
The results
proved beyond a doubt that this remedy lives up to representations. The
cure it has brought has led me to
praise it on more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

LOST Bunch or keys. Finder
turn io this office. Lost either at
or on streets.

ree

post-offic-

FOR RENT Xiee rooms furnlsned
for light housekeeping, with bath. Upstairs, over store. Frank Andrews.
Applications will be received by the
Santa Fe Merchant's Association for
position as collector.
and
Salary
commission.
Apply in writing to
secretary.

n

.,

'

-

2

SANTA FE, N. M.

FOR SALE Two story residence on
aiace avenue. Lot 00x240 feet. O. C.
Watson & Co.
I

could hardly drag
LOOK FOR GENERAL RAINS.
myself along. I had
DON'T LIKE COTTON.
Clouds harve been hanging over the
such tired feelings,
This summer the cotton nuisance, plains for several days and in most
my back ached, my which comes from the cotton hearing places they have had fine rains, some
sides ached, I had Cottonwood trees on Mtiin and side
Elegantly Furnisned Rooms for Rent
places have been fortunate in getting
bladder trouble awRooms elegantly furnished and hav-n- g
is at its worst. vHiile we more than cithers, also a few local
streets,
all modern conveniences, including
fully bad, and I could have no suggestions to offer there rains and hail storms have been
electric light, steam heat and baths,
noteatorsleep. Ihad
be something done to stop ing its old game on young feed stuff, States.
headaches, too, and this
It is almost invarahly tbe case in RememOer the aame Doan's and in the toFirst National Bank building.
nuisance, and no doubt will be
became almost a nerF. M. Jones.
Apply
done before another year. San Juan this country that when local show- - take no other.
vous wreck. My doc
ers
are
is capped off with a
it
Democrat,
general
to
did
tor told me to go
a hospital. I
"
"
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,good general rain.
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Could ship on approval and trial.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and ly be thankful to know how to get drowned he just happens to hit the
Xotice is hereby given that Francis- Write
Liver Pills, and now I have my health. rid of them. I'm inclined to think wet spot.
to CHAS. W. RICKART
" If sick and ailing women would only that the party who wrote the heauti - Old timers tell us that they look for co Montoya y Martinez of Espanola, Rosedale, Kansas.
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30,
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Hearth,"
song.
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Ribhoni and sup
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ev Herald.
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M., on
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hanp
Pinkham's
E.
For thirty years Lydia
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Sunday morning and afternoon. Mon- Hooker's ranch on the Mangus that a
MANUEL R. OTERO,
The negro miner named Joe Jackson had
Vegetable Compound, made from roots day and Tuesday
afternoon.
WANTED 100,000 people to drink
and herbs, has been the standard remedy country east and north received the teen murdered at his cabin
R egis 3.
.
near
,
t);e mjnpra) C0O) j a
f.
for female ills, and such unquestionable heaviest fall. Xo better season has Kiaek Hawk.
Tom Moore left
Deputy
Aztec
It
can be procured
Spring.
testimony as the above proves the value ever been experienced in tbe valley, immediatefor the scene of the
Summer colds are hard to get rid of, by applying to Mr.
of this famous remedy and should give
Henry Krick who
;The ground had good moisture to be- crime. He found the dead man lying and frequently lead to asthma, hron- furnishes
same to all the leading
every one confidence.
gin with, the summer rains started in front of his cabin door, wif.h his
Do
and hay fever.
not let your !()ons and dnlK gtorPS in
thJ c,
early and have continued at about the face in his hands. He had been dead cold get a hold on you, hut use Foley's
drink muddv water from the
REFINED BOSTON GIRL
why
the
interval.
weeks
Two
ago
at toast 24 hours. He had been shot
and Tar Compound for
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PREFERS SOCIETY OF HOBOES. right
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croakers started but it wasn't long un- - three times twice in the right side, relief. W. H. Allen, Chelsea. quick
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Wis
ciear ana oeneiicial water from th
til they crawled into their bole. The near the heart, the bullets having en- - says: "We
Was Found Prostrated in a Box Car
prefer Foley's Honey and Aztec Spring.
could get along without them tP,.P(i aum,t three inches apart, and
Tar Compound to other cough median Wdas Taken to St. Margaret's country
CANDELARIO MARTINEZ,
land would be better off if they only once in the hack of the head. The; cines because
it quickly cures coughs
Hospital Says Her Male Compan- pulled the hole in after them. MoriProprietor.
shot
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and
colds.
a
will
It
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ward
cold if
ions Deserted Her.
while the man was lying on his face. Cal.,
.arty Messenger.
formerly of this city, who has
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The dead man was discovered by taken in time." Contains no
From Kansas City Times.
opiates. BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN WITH.
REDUCE THE RATES.
man
colored
another
Rueker
named
A refined and
educated girl the
OUT CAPITAL.
Farmers in this section of Dona Who lived with him on the claim. He Sold by a!l druggists.
daughter of a prosperous contractor Ana county are interested in the carried the news to Ed
Our original plan of selling grocerwho
Fleming,
is
at St. Margaret's hospi-NOTICE.
;in Boston
ies by samples to farmers, stockmen,
of freight rates between Las js working a claim about a mile dis-- i
tal recovering from a heat prostra-- ; question Mesilla
Proposals will be received by the restaurants, boarding
Tuna. tant. He and an employe, went back
and
Park
uces,
houses
and
tion which ended a three months' ex- At
present, the rate on alfalfa is too to Jackson's cabin, and seeing that; City Council of the City of Santa Fe, other large consumers, enables enerperience as a girl "hobo." In
New
Mexico, for the construction of getic salesmen to establish quickly a
and every farmer who sells in the man was dead sent Rueker to'
with tramps she has been sleep- - high, market
this
pays tribute to the cost telephone the authorities. Rueker. one bridge on Cerrilos street, and permanent
business of their own
ing outside, stealing rides on trains ,ol high living for some railroad tock- two bridges on Galisteo street, with- yielding a
at
Comhe
had
income.
left
stated
Jackson
that
splendid
and eating tbe food prepared over holder. The rate can he cut in two
the claim Wednesday evening to go in the city limits of the City of Santa mission advanced.
setcampflres.
nd yet make a good fat rate fn com- to Silver City for supplies, arriving in Fe. Plans and specifications
are tlements. Goods so'd subject to trial.
The girl was found unconscious in
now on fVe in the office of the City Experience not essential. Write for
to tbe length of the haul. Silver City about midnight. He
a coal car in the Cypress yards of the jparison
are
held among the ed back Thursday, and when within; Clerk.
Bidders will be permitted to particulars today, giving references.
Missouri Pacific railroad on the Kan- farmers and anbeing
will be made about 100 yards of the cacbin his horse suumit plans and specifications
of
appeal
JOHN SEXTON & CO.,
sas side yesterday afternoon.
She to the interstate commerce
commis- - refused to go farther.
Suspecting their own (subject to the approval
Wholesals Grocers,
wore clothing so good that it attract- sion and
the state corporation com- something was wrong he tied the ot the City Council) together with
Lake and Franklin Sts.. C hicago.
ed the attention of policemen. When
Rio Grande Republican.
mission
horse and walked up to the cabin. their bid. All bids will be opened on
she regained consciousness at the bos-- :
he found Jackson lying dead.; the Cth day of August, A. D., 1912, at
where
in
she
talked
a
PROGRESS.
low, refined tone,
pital
8 o'clock p. m.
BOOST, SAYS EDITOR HITT.
He then went to Fleming's camp.
The City Council reThat
is
all our
what
do the
using perfect English. She said that
Torrance county and Willard espe-No motive for the crime seems dis-- ; serves the right to reject any and all world over. Read whatpupils
ishe was born in England, but had Iiv-- :
Mr. R. L.
should have a good representa- - coverable.
known!
was
well
Jackson
bids.
;cially
Garner wrote last week. "Sully Couned in Boston most of her life.
at the meeting of Xew Mexico as having no money. He owned sev- CELSO LOPEZ,
"I don't know what I'm going to do (tion
ty, South Dakota, office of clerk of
at Mountainair on Xew eral mining claims which are consid- - Attest:
developers
Mayor. courts.
Regarding my own progress
;r.ov," she said, sobbing. "I can hardly Mexico resources day, July 29th. The ered
very promising. These he has
FACUXDO ORTIZ,
will say that I have done all the rego home. I have no money to go, if
of attendance is small. All of worked by himself for years. The onshould decide to. I certainly cannot expense
City Clerk.
porting for this court for the past
;the progressive communities will be ly thing around the place in the way! July 9, 1912.
two months to the entire satisfaction
continue as I have been going."
and a bigger meeting is of arms was an old shot gun that had;
represented
of alt concerned."
The girl says she is Juanita Woods,
Mr. Garner was a
even than the successful one not been used for a tong time. Owins
a daughter of Frank Woods, a con expected
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for a few weeks, and finds the
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re!
year. Last year's meeting
to the fact that there had been sever-new A. B. C. shorthand fills the bill.
tractor in Boston. She is 24 years ;last
suited in extensive development and al rains since the crime must have!
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Professor Phelps at the Michigan
of
the
Department
Interior,
of been committed, no tracking could be
in a number
she. is old enough to know better than publicity campaigns
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. University, Ann Arbor, writes: "Hope
our communities and brought forth done. The cabin is in a lonely section
to do as she has been doing, but she
'your system, (A. B. C. shorthand) is
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that
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this
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prove even more elers.
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A. Siringo, son and heir of Bridget 1 sha11 Pise it forever."
effective and every community in tihe
Justice of the Peace Lawson of
made me sink so low,' she said. "I
d
Come in for a thousand
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state should be represented. Willard Leopold was summoned, and an in- - Siringo, who on June
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of parties unknown.; Section 10, Township 16 N. Range 9 their results for five weeks teaching.
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pose it is too late now.
It is sheer madness
,T.
L. Humphreys began cutting his Rueker was not present to give evi- - E., Area 140.70 acres X. M. Meridian, Facts are facts.
"I had everything I wanted," she
second crop of alfalfa Monday, July dence, having returned to Silver City has filed notice of intention to make to go to another town for shorthand
insisted. "I completed the common 22.
The first cutting was finished July in the meantime.
Interment of the; final Homestead 5 year proof, to estab- - w hile the A. B. C. is in Santa Fe. We
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lish claim to the land above describ-- ! pledge our word that we will finish
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ed, before U. S. Land Office at Santa jail pupils we enroll. We do not
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Fe,
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occurred
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ming" trip with him.
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and Rec iver, U. S. Land Office,
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canteen which the girl said belonged
and bladder trouble. He says:
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:to him, and an empty whiskey bottle,
were near her In the car.
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as witnesses: find for mv case 150 other aiedicine
Rafael Montoya, Beatriz Vigil, Anas- - equals Foley Kidney Pills for bene-taci- o
Physicians at the hospital said the
Montoya, Atanacio Vigil, all of ficial effect." They are a safe and
girl was suffering more from intoxica-- I
reliable medicine for kidney trouble
Santa Fe, X. M.
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The New Perfection
ing during her "bumming" expedStove is handsomely
The boys at Camp Comfort are using
ience. Her clothing was good and of
finished in nickel, with
CLEVELAND, 0
the same stove that they had last year.
cabinet top, drop shelves,
fashionable pattern, but it was torn
r'urnished for attractive enterprise
towel
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racks,
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and soiled. She had clipped her hair
It was the best they could get. It was a
(n all substantial lines of business.
with 1, 2 or 3 burners.
AND
and her skin is rough and tanned from
Railroads, Tractions, Water & ElecFree
with
i
exposure, but with these exceptions
tric Powers, Irrigations, Timber,
every stove.
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her appearance indicates refinement.
also given to anyone
Agricultural & Industrial.
Cook-stov- e
sending 5 cents to cover
Bond, Debenture and Stock Issues
BARTENDER WILL GO
This year they got a New Perfection Oven
mailing cost.
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TO COLLEGE BUT NOT
Also a New Perfection Toaster
Properties purchased for Europ'eab
TO STUDY BOOZE.
Also a New Perfection Broiler
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27.
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Chicago, July
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" Gee, what a difference in the meals a
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ted by the Princeton Club of Chicago
the stove, too. For the New Perfection Oil
ders of all characters accepted for exfor a scholarship and will have his
Cook-stov- e
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ecution in any European country.
is as convenient for the home as for
Aug.
expenses paid for four years at the
the camp. It will bake, broil, roast and toast as
Correspondence enclosing full deof Sale,
Dates
University by the slub.
tails at first
Invited.
well as a regular coal range.
Larsen graduated from the Evans-toAug 2nd to 4th, 1912.
in
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exINTERNATIONAL
BANKERS
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June,
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paying
Return Limit, . . August 14th, 1912.
CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
He
penses out of his own earnings.
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
See Sttn:a Fe Agents for Particulars.
did most of his studying after the saStreet H. S. LUTZ. Agt..
Bloomsbury
Boie, Salt Lake City
Santa Fe, N. M
loon closed at 1 o'clock In the mom- London,
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SUMMER TOURIST RUES
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All Stations East and West
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i

FROM

;

Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande

;

d

IN EFFECT

Ii

com-ipan-

June 1st to September 30th

y

-

Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.

s

For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.
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TICKETS
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On

Sale Daily, June 1st

4

testimon-Homestea-

2

4

'

Until Sept. 30, 1912.

de-F- e,

IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

$50.35
$79.35

CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

BOSTON,

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,

ST. PAUL,

$69.85
$50.35

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
PAI IPOPMIA
same route, or via
LiiLll VIll
4
Coing via El

A., T.

LOS ANGELES

and

SAN DIEGO,

S. F.

SAN FRANCISCO,

$46.90

$55.90

For further infcrtvtatkn address Eugene Fox, Gen'Plas
enger Agt. B. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or

J.

A. COOMER,

General Manager

NEW MEXICO

N. M. C. R. R.,

MILITARY

SANTA

FE, N. M

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'TheWestPoint of the Southwest.'

Ranked as "Distinguished

Institution " by the
War Department.
Located

,.1AM

Wfc.

$k
i

i

U. S.

In the beautiful Pecos

Valley.3,700feetabovesealevel,
sunshine every day. Open ulr
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDE AL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents :
E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE. Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

For particulars and Illustrated

cata-

logue, address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

Credit-Scienc-

isMiSSsi

Ver-stea- d

V

3.

Good

Meals

sm

at Camp Comfort

EUROPEAN CAPITAL

KgvPcrgd

on.

Cook-Boo-

lt

Cook-Boo-

M1d-Inc.- '.

k

Oil

Md

$63.00

1mm

12th to 17th,

ng

n

18

England,

EIGHT

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

Quality Groceries

Mr.

WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Co:o
July 27. New
fair in the
Mexico: Generally
southern,- local showers in the
N northern portion tonight or Sun- -

X

N day.

Whenever you think of shoes think
of Salmon's.
Latest official 1912 map of the state
of New Mexico, 50c at GOEBELS.
Two rooms for rent. Inquire at 233
East Palace avenue.
LAST WEEK OP THE WHITE
HOUSE CLEARING SALE.
Wanted at once several good waiters, apply at the Palace hotel.

Whatever your

doctor

prescribes

for July stomach troubles can be
supplied tit Zooks.
The Thirteen club did not meet to
day at the home of Mrs. Frank
out of respect to the family and

La-va- n

Appetizing,

Sse

Gratifying
Satisfying

Out

Meals

Always

"Ad-- "

On

Tap

Here!

A

To-da- y

on

NEW CARLOAD OF
WATERMELONS

Page 3 .

F.ANDREWS
Phone 4.1

WHITE HOUSE.

THE

J

D. Moulton.
Man. Did you ever
notice that the man that has the best
trade is the man that has the best
lighted floor of business. People's
Electric Supply co.
The summer goods sale of Julius II.
Gerdes as covered by his chnge of
advertisement today will be of interest to you. Look it up. One week
only.
Last chance. That is what the
White House say in their advertisement today. Their great sale will
close next Saturday. Get in now, bargains are better than ever.
actions go we'l with
Charming
charming looks. You will have charming looks if you use Zook's Benzoin,
Witch Hazel and Almond Cream.
All the good dressehs buy Hanan
shoes at Salmon's.
The Palace hotel will run a special
6 o'clock dinner each evening for the
benefit of the business men and their
families.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and having all modern conveniences, including electric light, steam heat and
baths, in the First National Bank
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
All
school
Gardeners, Attention!
gardeners are hereby notified that
the first inspection of plots will take
place next Tuesday. All who expect
to have any standing in the prize contest, must have their plots clean by
that time.
EVERYTHING AT AND BELOW
COST THIS WEEK VT THE WHITE
HOUSE.
If you have not discussed the Shoe
Question with Nathan Salmon, you
simply have not had the last word.
The Big Store has been in the shoe
business for these many years and
know '.hereof they speak.
See ad-

parents of Mrs. Harry

LOCAL MENTSCN

THE H0&1E OF

Business

MRS.

SATURDAY, JULY 27, T912.

What is the difference between
prize fisht and our meat shop?

WOMAN9S" 'TRIALS.

MOULTON

The burdens a woman has to carry through life are many but they can be
A soothing and
if she will turn to Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
lightened
IS NO
strengthening nervine subduing nervous excitability, prostration, hysteria,
and the many symptoms which may be caused by distressing ills peculiar
" pains or distress and for the derangeto women. For those " dragging-dowments and irregularities the " Favorite Prescription " has bad many thousands of
POPULAR Y30HS SOCIETY MATRON EXtestimonials from people living in every part of America. Another important
thing to every woman is that this medicine is made from efficient medicinal roots,
PIRES THIS MORNING AT SANITARIUM
without the use of alcohol, narcotics, or any injurious agents. Full list of ingrediand sworn to by Dr. R. V. Pierce who is President
ents given on
AFTER BRAVE STRUGGLE FOR LIFE
of the Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute, at Buffalo.
N. Y. Every woman is invited to write to this Institute and
receive confidential and sound medical advice, entirely
After a struggle for life that was
without cost from one who makes the diseases of women
both brave and patient, Mrs. Harry
his specialty.
Moulton, better known as Carroll
"I can cheerfuny recommend vour remedies, especially
vour ' Favorite Proscription,' far all female disorders," writes
died this morning at 11:30 at St.
!W
M. M. Mop.rkll. of Muff City, Tenn.. Route 2. "Durine
i:s.
Mrs. Moulton
Vincent's Sanitarium.
the- past seven rears 1 suffered from pains in the back and
is survived by her husband,
Harrj
ovirios. Tried" manv remedies but found onl-- ' transient
Moulton and by her father and mothrelivf until I was ijorsuaded by a friend to try Dr. Pierce's At the prize fight you see rounds of
Favorite Prescription. After Riving this remedy a fair trial.
er, Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Palen all of
pound, but here you see pounds of
I found that it would do just what it is recommended to
whom have the sympathy of their
roundl
do. I used in all seven bottles. I cannot speak too highly
of Dr. Pierce's remedies for all female derangements."
many friends. Mrs. Moulton was 33
years old. She was a faithful memDp-- Piorcs's Pieascnt Pellets regulate liver ills.
Kbs. T.:orkelu
ber of the Church of the Holy Faith,
PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN
Episcopal, and an active worker iu
a
of
was
ed to have been severely injured but
its church societies. She
all
COLONEL ANDREWS OF
Short Steakv Flank,
ARIZONA TO BE JUMPED. they were taken away.
prominent young society matron and
popular with all wtoo knew her. She
Phillips, heavily srmed, then went
Round Steak, Pork Steak,
was married to Mr. Moulton in Sep- He Will Likely Be Nominated
By home, and a posse headed by Sheriff
That's About
tember 1910. Mrs. Moulton took an
President Taft to Succeed Brigad- Grant was rounded up to arrest him,
active interest in Santa Fe. She beier General HallHe Is West
At midexpecting a bloody battle.
The Way They Rank !
longed to a large number of social
night when Grant appeared at Philand charitable clubs and was promi
house
the latter shouted: "Is
The Mere Mention
lips's
nent in all their affairs. Two weeks
that you, sheriff? I'm waiting to go
D. C, July 27. ColoWashington,
and
was
ill
taken
she
Of The Above Choice Cuts
suddenly
ago,
nel George Andrews, according to with you."
underwent an operation from which
He is in jail.
will be nomiprobably
present
plans,
Should Bring
she did not rally as had been hoped.
nated by President Taft to succeed
She was again operated on a few
DIAZ FEELS ALRIGHT.
Brigadier General William P. Hall, r
days ago but despite the most expert
Post-HasteGeneral
of the
as
!
tired,
Adjutant
July 27. Former President
Paris,
life
her
surgical and medical care,
was
Porfiro
Diaz
of
who
army.
Mexico,
She began to
could not be saved.
in
Colonel Andrews has been connec- eroneotisly reported yesterday
fail rapidly last night and it was
How'Gocd They'll
Mexico City to be seriously ill, went
then known that her death was only ted with the adjutant general's office
out
visiting today, accompanied
by
a matter of hours.
She was told for fourteen years and only Colonel
that she could not recover and met Henry O. S. Heistand out ranks him his wife. He appears to be in excellent health.
the summons to the great beyond there.
reported yesterday in
Colonel Andrews is from Arizona erroneously
with unusual fortitude.
Senor Diaz personally expressed the
and was appointed to West Point from
He has the backing of Sen- be made that he is in excellent heaWh.
Arizona.
i BRITISH
Phone 92.
GOVERNMENT
vertisement.
ADDS NOTHING MORE. ator Root.
Keep your skin clean. X'se pure, j
X,
soft, dainty talcum, sucn as Zook
July 27. The
Washington, D.
sells. It is healing and soothing. Ask British government has decided to rest i FIVE ACES STARTED A RIOT.
for Violet.
its protest against the pending PanThe Palace hotel will serve a spe- ama canal bill, for the present,
on
Chicago, July 27. Victor Barrens,
cial Sunday dinner from 12:30 to 2:30. the note submitted by Char'.es Innes
of a roadhouse south of
proprietor
Price 50 cents.
on July S.
Mr. Innes today notified
Ind., invited some friends
Hammond,
ROOMS Secretary Knox that his government
NICELY
FURNISHED
for a poker party. Among the guests
with bath, Don Caspar avenue, oppo- ,had nothing to add.
were James Phillips, a lanky Kensite Capitol grounds for men. John
The Archbald case, which will b
and Edward
W. Mayes, Laughlin
block, Phone taken up Monday, may interfere with tucky mountaineer,
Brooks, a horse trader from Newton
194 W.
'
continued consideration of the Pana
One of the players held four
county.
Mr. Mendenhall, the manager
of ma bill.
aces against Phillips's flush and Phil-- i
the Palace hotel, expects to move his
!
lips found another ace up the man's
family from Kansas City to our city
A. M Nason, farming near Canaan, sleeve. Then a riot started and every
soon.
You can bet your last dollar that Me., was badly crippled with sciatic piece of furniture in the room was
rheumatism due he says to uric acid broken.
We specialize on
John Hastings was struck
our shoes last longer. Salmon's.
in his blood. "Foley Kidney Pills en- on the head with a chair
TOOLS of QUALrung and his
Only about a dozen men's summer
ITY. All of the
suits left that we are now closing tirely cured "le and also removed nu- skull is believed to e fractured. Phil-- '
merous black specks that were con- lips fired a double barreled shotgun
lines
out regardless of cost.
Kidinto the crowd, and as Brooks was
We do not propose to carry a one tinually before my eyes." Foley
Can Be Found Here.
over to next season. When you see ney Pills are a uric acid solvent and escaping through a window, Phillips
them you will see how easy this will are effective for the various forms of opened fire on him and shattered his
!eg. Two unidentified men are believ- be to do.
will sell rheumatism. Sold by all druggists.
The prices
them.
W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

H!

n

bottle-wrapp-

.

Pa-le-

You Here

Taste!

Plaza Market Co.

I

Carpenters,
Contractors

I

S. SPITZ,
THE JEWELER.
FOR

HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than

A

ery

,

ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel traveis over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
hice a year. It will increase the
li
and accuracy of your watclv
Leave your watch with us toda?.

standard

I

Watches
and
Clocks.

any other piece of machinbut it needs both occasion-

'

j

E

SMELTER

Time Pieces That Are
,

"Reliable."'

v

v

HAND

SHOOTS WOMAN.
27. Andrew
Denver, Colo.,
July
Golden, until recently a smelter employe, today, shot and probably fatally wounded Florence Wood, in her
room on Glenarm street, and then
a bullet
killed
himself,
sending
through his brain. The woman is in
the county hospital with a bullet In
her back.

r-

t Wis.

R

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Company

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.

Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Down Town Stand hi

The

Butt Bros. Drug Store.

iioe Question

!

ONE WANTS TO THROW AWAY MONEY ON SHOES ! Even if its only
50 cts. or one dollar. You can waste money on shoes as quickly as on anything, perhaps quicker, for what looks like leather is often " a horse of another
color." Apart from wasting money, are you tired ? look to your shoes. Are you a
little less well dressed than a person of your means should be? look to your shoes.
This store buys liberally and has such an intimate knowledge of what every manufacturer in the United States can do and is doing in the way of making Footwear,

NrO

8
efc'.JS

y

SBmUlSHQE
4?

that we always have the best at the lowest price consistent with the quality. But

with a capital

B

the

bed-roc-

foundation on which our business is built is Quality.

k

follows the stylles
to
czzy
phase with the
Lady Shoe as the woman wlho
f:.yS thinksAmerican
less of stvlj ?rd more of comfort
One gets style plus comfort the other comfort
1

fy-l-

.

h:&f':r

clor-c'-

h

woman
is

vhp

v.c

both rzi a quality that is not obtainable in any
ether :hoc
price.

Thy

r.t-th-

V,

i--

r

!

'.io

a

h--

i

f

Amcrcan LatJy Shoes in the newest and best
Fpring and Summer wear. Come in and let us
shio satisfaction is.

larje Iir3 cf

O-.ford-

ysu whit t;zl

a

MAKE THIS STORE YOUR STORE TO BUY SHOES

OXFORDS

h,JL XA
WW

YOU CAN'T DO BETTER

--

DON'T THINK YOU CAN DO AS WELL.
;?': (I

of Hart, Schaffner & ltyarx Clothes.

1

'"

m

JMATHA1M

SALMON

m

